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INTRODUCTION.
The Queensland Silver-Lead Mines, Limited, in requesting that 
an officer of the Geological Survey should report on its mines in 
particular and on the Burketown Mineral-field in general, and in 
undertaking to pay the travelling expenses of that officer, stipulated 
that he should travel and make his examination with a Southern 
mining expert engaged by* the company. This gentleman was provided 
with a guide, and was accompanied by the secretary of the Company, 
who had already before leaving Sydney decided that not more than 
four weeks (during May and June) was to be spent on the field, but this 
was found to be quite inadequate for more than a hurried visit to the 
more important of the company's leases; and of the numerous other 
holdings and the innumerable outcrops of the districts the writer had 
opportunity to inspect only two.
The indications of the district’ s potentialities as a future metal 
producer struck me on every hand, but in view of the short time spent 
in the field it is not thought advisable to greatly amplify my advance 
report,* drawn up specially for the meeting of shareholders held in 
Sydney on 20th September, beyond adding some notes on the topo­
graphy and geology of the district. The abbreviated form o f descrip­
tion of the holdings has been retained, as full details are given on the 
attached plans, where their significance is more apparent than if the 
matter were transferred to the letterpress.
HISTORY.
The first leases (Hann’s and Mended Hill) were taken up by Mr. 
F. H. Hann, of Lawn Hill station, in 1887, and it appears to have 
been due to Mr. Hann’s enterprise that prospecting began on this field. 
Little resulted during the first ten years, but in 1897 the Lawn Hills 
Silver Mining Company was formed to test the lodes; and in the 
following year the North Queensland Prospecting Association, later 
known as the Queensland Silver Lead MKnes, Limited, took over its 
interests. Other companies in being in 1899 were the Pioneer 
Prospecting Company and the Banner and Union Jack Amalgamated 
(II.).t
Most of the leases at present in, force are held by the Queensland 
Silver Lead Mines, Limited, the others being in the hands of a Mel­
bourne syndicate.
* See Queensland Government M ining Journal, October, 1908, p. 488,
f  This and other heavy type numerals within brackets refer to titles o f report 
listed under the heading of Literature, q . v .
8CONCLUSIONS.
It will be shown below that the quantity o f high-grade lead-silver 
ore developed on the company’s holdings is comparatively insignifi­
cant. Small outputs may be expected from Bell’s, Coghlan’s, the 
Greater Britain, and the Star groups, but only in the Lilydale, Mended 
Hill, and Silver King mines have continuous shoots of galena been 
proved by driving. The future of the field depends on the low-grade 
formations which have yet to be prospected and opened up.
Briefly, I consider that, with railway communication and with 
modem installations,* it should be possible to profitably exploit such 
low-grade formations as that exposed on the Silver King, where a 
large tonnage of ore has been brought to light as the result of 
developmental work. The zinc-lead contents are equivalent, in the 
present state of the metal market, to 6 per cent, of copper, and it 
has been noticed that mining and treatment costs may be taken as 
about the same for the two classes of ore. The mine manager should 
have, no difficulty in supplying the future mill with 300 tons of ore 
a day, in order to  maintain a weekly output of 350 tons or two 
train loads of concentrates. W ith this quantity assured, the freight 
charge per ton-mile, requisite to cover working expenses and to 
pay interest on the cost of construction of the railway, might be 
brought down to the normal rate for such lines, even if there were no 
other freight forthcoming, a highly unlikely contingency.
Further, I believe that numerous other deposits of a similar 
character will be exposed on this field. The Banner South, Tunnel 
Hill, and Watson’s are likely to yield large quantities of milling zinc 
ore; and the Anglo-American, Britannia and Greater Britain may 
possibly also become low-grade producers.
It is not to be denied that the mining and treatment of the ores 
of this field will require much careful consideration, and it would be 
as well to here mention some of the disadvantages under which the 
mines will be operated. As good timber is scarce in the district, and 
the mines are remote from centres of population, the cost of mining 
is unlikely to be low, but the adoption of shrinkage stoping or caving 
methods should prevent it being excessive. The scarcity of local fuel 
precludes the smelting of the ore (whatever its composition) on the 
field, and mechanical concentration will be required, but the absence 
of a local water supply will necessitate the construction of a pipe 
line to the permanent spring on Louie Creek, several miles distant 
from any site likely to be chosen for a central mill. The crushing 
and concentrating plant to be erected must be designed with a view 
to ultimately separating siderite from the zinc concentrate by some
*  In  milling, the galena will have to  be first removed by  means o f jigs and tables, 
and then separation o f the blende and siderite w ill be possible by  means of the oü 
flotation process, preferably that modification in which the use of acid is dispensed 
with and in which eucalyptus oil is employed.
Plate 1.
Photo., L.C.B.
T he N ormal Condition of the G regory H iver.
Looking down stream at Gregory Downs Crossing.
Plate 2.
Photo., L.C.B.
T h e  M a i n  C h a n n e l  o f  t h e  G r e g o r y  H i v e r . 
P a n d a n u s  a n d  T e a - t r e e  a t  t h e  P u n ja u b  C r o s s in g .
9special method, such as an oil or flotation process. The lead-silver 
and zinc concentrates produced will have to be railed to the coast and 
shipped to customs smelters, but, before the company undertakes 
the construction of the railway and the erection of the mill, the 
reserves of ore actually blocked out should be greatly augmented ; and 
the management should therefore devise and carry out a thorough 
system of development, first at the Silver King and later on the more 
promising among the great formations, as for instance, Tunnel Hill, 
Banner South, Greater Britain, and Watson's. This will require a 
large expenditure, and meanwhile there will be no immediate return, 
for, with the present want of transport facilities, it is useless to mine 
and ship any but the very highest grade of lead ore, and even on 
this the profit is problematical.
The presence in the formations of zinc (in quantity approximately 
equal to the lead), of cadmium (traces), and of anthracite coal, are 
the main points to which attention should here be drawn.
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GEOGRAPHY.
LOCATION.
The field is situated between the Gregory and Nicholson Rivers, 
in the Burke District— the extreme north-western corner of Queens­
land. When the mines were being operated the company erected 
several galvanised iron sheds at Mended Hill camp,' beside the upper­
most waterhole on Page’s Creek, near the centre of the field, and some 
12 miles south of Lawn Hill homestead. This was the chief residen­
tial centre, a public-house being there located, as well as a post office 
and a police station. Its elevation above searlevel is about 400 ft. ; 
and, that it may be located on the map, its position is given as 
approximately 138° 36' east longitude and 18° 457 south latitude.
EXTENT.
The mineral field as proclaimed (G.G. 1899, 2,600) is nearly 
square in shape, and has an area of 317 square miles; but it includes 
only a small part of the known metalliïerous tract, and does not even 
take in all the properties described below.
The attached map of the field is based on the Queensland Four- 
mile map.* I have made some alterations and additions, but the 
topography is on the whole still very imperfect.
ACCESSIBILITY.
* R o a d s .
There being no regular line of coaches, the direct overland rout© 
from Cloncurry is seldom followed by visitors, but it has been proved 
practicable, and the distance, v ia  Mount Oxide, is about 270 miles. 
At Cloncurry one is in touch by rail with Townsville, and, but for the 
short break between Winton and Longreach, might train direct to 
the Southern capitals.
Alternatively one may coach from Cloncurry, v ia  Burketown, to 
Gregory Downs, where a road branches off to the mines (total, 385 
miles) ; or, if preferred, the coach may be taken to Camooweal, whence 
another road leads to the field (distance, 340 miles:).
The shortest route to the coast is by the private road through the 
Punjaub and Lawn Hill runs, permission to usie which has to be 
obtained from the station manager. The distance thus from Mended 
Hill to Burketown is only 100 miles, as against 140 miles v ia  Gregory 
Downs. This road is followed closely by the trial survey of the pro­
posed Burketown-Lilydale tramway.
* Sheet. 16d . Published at the Survey Office, Department of Public Lands, 
Brisbane, 1906.
Lo c a lity  P lan .
Plate 3.
Photo., L.C.B.
T he O pen P lains, near Burketown.
Northern part of Eoute of Proposed Tramway.
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T ram /w ay.
From the earliest times it has been recognised that without rail 
connection with the sea there is no possibility of profitably 
exploiting the lodes of the Burketown Mineral Field, and Parliament 
therefore in 1900 authorised the Queensland Silver Lead Mines, 
Limited, to construct a tramway 121 miles in length, the starting 
point to be the Ballast Ground (some 6 miles above the mouth of the 
Albert River, and 23 miles below Burketown), where there is known to 
be sufficient depth of water for all requirements. The matter of 
dredging a passage through the bar at the mouth of the river, where 
at low tide there is only 3 ft. of water, has been looked into by officers 
of the Harbours and Rivers Department, and Mr. Phillips estimates 
(X.) the cost of the work at £50,000, to give a channel 200 ft. wide 
and 16 ft. deep, allowing vessels of large tonnage to enter. The cost 
of the tramway itself, it is generally considered, should not be more 
than £2,500 per mile, or a total of £300,000, as the greater part of 
the route is over open plains (see Plate 3) and there are no engineer­
ing difficulties to be overcome. The company having failed to build 
or start building the tramway within the five years stipulated, the 
time was extended by an Amendment Act in 1905 a further two years, 
but still nothing eventuated.
In 1908 the company made a new agreement to expend £3,000 
per quarter in developing its mines until the time, and that within 
three years, when it should have deposited three-quarters of the 
estimated cost of the tramway. It was agreed that the State should 
construct, maintain, and manage the tramway under and subject to 
the Railway Acts, and for fifteen years the company should have no 
right to repayment of its deposit, but should have certain concessions 
as to freight and tenure of its leases.
Mr. Johnston (VI.), in estimating the earnings on the proposed 
tramway, allows 5s. per train mile, or a total of £18,876 per annum, 
for working expenses. This is less than Jd. per ton per mile, but it is 
thought that concentrates might be charged 3d., and lump ore at 
least l|d., a sufficient reduction on the carriers’ charges of 9d. or Is. 
per ton mile.
TOPOGRAPHY*
The former existence of an elevated plateau in the western 
part of the Burketown Mineral Field is denoted by the even sky-lines 
of the Constance and Termite Ranges and the Caroline and Ploughed 
Mountains ; and the coming of a future low-level peneplain is presaged
* Three of the most distinctive physiographic features of the field do not seem to 
have ever been named, and, as it will be necessary to frequently refer to them in the 
following pages, I propose to call them the Zinc Hills, tne Termite Range, and the 
Danes v alley ; the first because of their numerous zinciferous lodes, the second because 
where one should expect to find forest trees one generally sees huge cylindrical ant­
hills, and the third in honour of an Austrian geographer and geologist of note, who has 
lately examined the district.
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by the intervening flat-bottomed valleys and the middle-aged aspects 
of the Zinc Hills. The geological structure of the country proves that 
these last, among which most of the mines are located, are in an 
area of upheaval, and that but for denudation we should here find a 
lofty range of mountains. The contrasted youthful aspect of the 
Constance Range, with its narrow canons and mural escarpments, 
shows that the elevatory movement has lately shifted to the 
westward.
The western and practically unexplored part of the field is 
occupied by the C o n s ta n c e  R cvnge (an extension of the Barkly Table­
land), a plateau of limestone faced with sandstone, presenting to the 
east a series of rock escarpments" gapped in several places by narrow 
gorgets (see Plate 4). The limestones on the eastern edge of the 
area have been tilted to form one side of an artesian basin, and the 
perennial streams breaking through the gaps in the range arise 
through leakage or overflow from this basin. The bold escarpments 
(see Plate 5) and the canons in both sandstone and limestone are 
proof of comparatively recent elevation of the range or plateau. 
This is borne out by the caves in the limestone being almost free 
from staiactitic deposits, and Dr. Danes, of the Prague University, has 
pointed out that they are consequently comparable in age with those 
in the neighbourhood of Camooweal examined by him and by him 
considered to be criteria of quite recent, almost modern, upheaval. 
The average elevation of the range above the valley bottom I should 
say is not more than 500 ft., and it is therefore less than 1,000 ft. 
above sea level. My opportunities to examine the range were limited, 
but I consider that the general alignment of the cliffs, the comparative 
insignificance of the talus slopes, and the crushing observed at the 
Spring near the Lilydale Mine are all signs of the eastern face of 
the range being a great fault scarp. Very little further examination 
should suffice to either confirm or dispose of this supposition.
The Z i n c  H i l l s  are grouped in the flat-bottomed valley to the 
east of the Constance Range. Their mean elevation is less than 200 
ft., and their greatest is not 500 ft. above the valley. Their contours 
are on the whole well-rounded, though sugarloaf cones are not wanting, 
and they may be considered mature forms (see plates 6 and 7). 
Their preservation is in part due to excessive upheaval and in part 
to consequent Assuring and silicification having resulted in indura­
tion and increased resistance to the force of denudation. The hills 
extend with interruptions for a distance of about ten miles meridian- 
ally (from near the Spring on the south to Page's Mountain on the 
north) and five miles laterally (from Page’s Creek on the east to 
Louie and Lawn Hill Creeks on the west). The early prospectors 
were naturally attracted by the wide and persistent crops which 
score these hills in every direction, and a majority of the leases iD 
force are on their slopes.
Plate 4.
Photo., L.C.B.
The E ven Sky L ine of tfte Constance Range.
L o o k i n g  f r o m  W a t s o n ’ s t o w a r d s  t h e  S p r in g .
Plate 5.
Photo., L.C.B.
T he E scabpment of the Constance R ange at The Spring. 
Showing that the strata have a steep dip to the West.
Plate 6.
Photo., L.C.B.
The E astern A spect of the Z inc H ills.
Yiewed from Mended Hill Mine. The Silver King crop Î9 near the centre.
Plate 7.
Photo., L.C.B.
T he South-western A spect of the Z inc H ills.
As seen from the road to Louie Creek.
Plate 8.
Photo., L.C.B.
M ount Caroline.
A slightly dissected plateau, with huge quartzose outcrops
. The T erm ite  B a n g e  is a well rounded but undissected ridge 
running from north to south down the centre of the field and rising 
perhaps 1,000 ft. above sea level. From the Kiversleigh road the 
western slopes of the range were observed to be traversed by several 
great crops, but the Star lode, which is on the foothills of the range, 
was the only one visited by me. The Termite Range, Ploughed 
Mountain, and Mount Caroline are connected by low ridges, which 
divide the waters of Archie Creek from those of Lawn Hill Creek, 
and they are all residuals of the old peneplain.
The P lo u g h e d  M o u n t a in , a short range of considerable relief, 
lies about five miles to the east of Lawn Hill homestead. Its strata 
have been much faulted and tilted, and the outcrops at a distance 
much resemble furrows. The Waanyee copper mine is on the western 
side of the range, and the ferruginous outcrops on the northern 
slopes— observed from the Punjaub road— look to be worthy of some 
investigation by prospectors.
M o u n t C a r o lin e  is a partly dissected plateau extending north­
eastwards from a point about six miles to the north-north-east of the 
Lawn Hill homestead (see Plate 8). On my return journey to Burke- 
town I noticed a number of very conspicuous quartz crops and 
persistent formations on the southern slopes.
The low-level limestone area lying to the east of Page’s Creek 
and north-east of the Zinc Hills I propose to refer to as the D e n ta l iu m  
P la tea u . This is not a topographic feature of great importance and 
might have been left for mention under the heading of geology, but 
that in its deep canon-like gorges it offers evidence of the slight recent 
uplift on the north-east.
L a w n  H i l l  is an outlier of the Dentalium Plateau. It is less 
than two miles in diameter and rises less than 100 ft. above the 
general surrounding plain. That the western face of Lawn Hill is 
a fault scarp is also not beyond the bounds of possibility, there 
being a certainly a fault in the underlying shales and it is quite likely 
that this fault may extend some distance up Page’s Creek.
The D a n es  V a l l e y , a sculptural form typical of north-western 
Queensland, is a flat-bottomed depression 6 to 10 miles in width, and 
lies between the Constance Range on the west and the Termite Range 
and Caroline Mountain on the east, that part of it within the mineral 
field being drained by Lawn Hill, Louie and Page’s Creeks (flowing 
north) and by a branch of Verdon Creek (flowing south). The divide 
between the northern and southern catchments is now scarcely per­
ceptible, and it is almost certain that Verdon Creek has in recent 
times been truncated by the rejuvenated Page’s Creek. The proba­
bility that in more ancient times the course of the O’Shanassy River
was through this valley and that thé head of the river was captured 
by increased stream-action along the Gregory River below Rivers- 
leigh was brought to my notice by Dr. Danes. Evidence of earth 
movements disturbing the process of aggradation on this river is 
afforded by its falls and rapids and by the canon-like washaways in 
its banks, as well as by the deep trench cut by the river in the plains 
through which it flows in its lower course. The average elevation of 
the bottom of Danes Valley is less than 400 ft. above sea-level.
L a w n  H i l l  C r e e k  and its chief affluent L o u ie  C r e e k  take their 
source in the limestone behind the facade of Constance Range, through 
which they break in narrow gorges. The fairly constant diurnal 
discharge of Lawn Hill Creek below the junction of Louie Creek has 
been estimated by Mr. Phillips to be 16,000,000 gallons, but that of 
Louie Creek in the gorge above the Chinaman’s garden is probably 
less than one-half of this amount. A peculiarity of the latter stream 
is that in ordinary seasons it sinks out of sight a few chains below 
the gap to reappear for a short distance some 4 miles to the north. 
The fact that these perennially flowing streams are within a few miles 
of the mining centres will be of great importance in the future, par- 
ticuarly as Page’s Creek is utterly unreliable as a source of water 
even for domestic purposes. My aneroid indicated the Chinaman’s 
garden where Louie Creek breaks through the range to be about 
30 ft. above Mended Hill camp, wherefore should this be confirmed 
by levelling, the future township and works might be supplied with 
water without any need for pumping, as there is no intervening high 
ground and only one slight ridge.
L i l y  C r e e k  and its tributary T u d o r  C r e e k  rise in the eastern 
part of the Danes Valley, and discharge their flood waters into Louie 
Creek. Good and fairly permanent waterholee are known on both 
of them.
P a g e 's  C r e e k , which rises in the Termite Range, rims parallel to 
Lawn Hill Creek for many miles, but ultimately a junction is effected 
at Lawn Hill homestead. The Ten-mile and Mended Hill camps near 
the head of the creek are situated on waterholes, which, like those on 
Lily and Tudor Creeks, give out towards the end of dry spells. Most 
Of the gullies in the upper part of Page’s Creek catchment area show 
by their general direction of flow that quite recently the country has 
been affected by tectonic movements causing a radical change in the 
direction o f drainage. The valley of Page’s Creek is much the widest 
towards its head, and it contracts towards Page’s Mountain where 
hemmed in by the Dentalium Plateau.
A r c h ie  C ree k  and its affluents, L i t t le  A r c h i e , D in n e r ,  M itten 's, 
and C o g h la n 's  C r e e k s , drain the eastern part of the field, which was 
not visited by me.
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Plate 9.
Photo, L.C.B.
Snapping-gum and Spinifex .
The vegetation of the gravelly slopes near the flats.
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TIMBER RESOURCES.
The dark soil flats are usually without timber except for rare 
beefwood, but the surrounding gravelly country supports scattered 
broad- or silver- leaved box, always stunted, crooked, and of use for 
nothing but firewood. Snapping gum and bloodwood succeed the 
box as we leave the flats (see Plate 9) ; this timber also is small and 
useless for any purpose but the fire. Broad-leaved cabbage or moun­
tain gum reaches a greater height than either of the above, but its 
bole is never more than a few inches in diameter, and the individuals 
are very scarce, growing only on the spinifex hills, which are other­
wise bare of timber. Various acacia scrubs (including turpentine 
and yarran), tea-tree, bauhinia, whitewood, gutta-percha, &c., are 
found along depressions and adjacent to watercourses, but they are 
generally too small to be of service even for firewood. Currajong, 
bloodwood, bauhinia, &c., thrive rather better on the low-level lime­
stones, and pandanus lines all flowing streams.
The tea trees on Lawn Hill Creek are reported to be of sufficient 
size to yield timber for constructional purposes, but for this I am 
unable to vouch. A few large tea trees were, however, noticed in the 
Louie Creek gorge. I think it as well to acknowledge the fact that 
mine timber will have to be imported, as is the case at Broken Hill.
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GEOLOGY.
Th© part of the field examined by me is an area of much dis­
turbed sedimentaries, and it offers special opportunities to the student 
of dynamic geology. Its semi-desert character and the paucity of 
its vegetation, with the consequent absence of any depth of soil, 
permit the outcrops of the strata, faults, and lodes, by which most 
of the hills are ‘more or less seamed, to be followed for long distances. 
In one or two instances the crops are so pronounced that they have 
attracted the attention of stockmen, who have bestowed such names 
as tfie Ploughed Mountain (with furrows and ridges due to alternating 
soft and hard strata), Gate Hill (a large siliceous formation gapped 
as though for a road), and Black Snake (a sinuous outstanding ferru­
ginous lode).
The* most important and peculiar feature from the geological 
standpoint is the absence of igneous rocks, either intrusive or extru­
sive, in or near the mines of the Zinc Hills. In the whole of my 
traverses not one outcrop* of igneous rock was observed, and the 
nearest considerable areas o f igneous rock of which we have any know­
ledge are those at Mounts Kay and Stawell, some 20 miles to the east 
and outside the limits of the field.
E.. ΤεΊΛ1,Τε n'V'S6· ürfc ll'LL* Go»Uf\ilet qAriqt W.
tim esTorr£*s· "  rs i/ t-rs a  it  »  « tM R ttir m s . im trjn a w e t
F i g  1 .  -  D i a g r a m m a t i c  S e c t i o n  A c r o s s  t h e  D a n e s  Y a l l e y . 
Looking Soul!iwards.
As the attached diagram (Fig. 1) shows, the Zinc Hills are really 
the core of a great anticline. The arching of the strata might be 
most simply accounted, for by assuming lateral pressures to have 
acted from the east and west; but in the absence of regional meta- 
morphism and of extensive crushing, we must rather look to pressure 
from below— perhaps due to a laccolitic intrusion of molted igneous 
rock— as causing the upheaval. The elevation of the Zinc Hills may 
never have been much greater than the present highest point, for, 
upheaval being gradual, denudation by atmospheric agencies could 
reduce them almost as rapidly as they rose above base level ; and the 
present orographic forms prove that elevation is still continuing, and 
that the modem streams are rapidly cutting through and removing 
protuberances.
* A  dark-coloured spheroidally weathering rock, cropping out on the road about 
3 miles south of Lawn H ill homestead, was proved by examination under* the 
microscope to be a chloritic siliceous grit.
Plate 10.
Photo., L.C.B.
Basal F lint-bearing Beds of the Post-Tertiary L imestones. 
Looking North-east at a point |-mile North of Magazine Hill.
Plate 11.
Photo., L.C.B.
P ost-T ertiary L imestone W alls of the L ouie Creek Canon. 
Looking West-south-west.
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The country rock of the ore-bodies is of uncertain age, but oyer 
great areas it is capped by Post-Tertiary limestone, and away to the 
north it is hidden by Lower Cretaceous strata, which produce the dark 
soil plains on the northern part of the proposed tramway.
RECENT LIMESTONES.
On either side of the metalliferous zone thin bedded, brownish, 
often impure, and usually fine-grained limestones are found, those on 
the east (Lawn Hill, Magazine Hill, and Tarpeian Rock) being pro­
bably outliers of the Constance Range area (itself a prolongation of 
the Barkly Tableland). The basal portions of the limestones were 
observed to be particularly rich in nodules of flint, giving them the 
appearance, when viewed from a distance, of conglomerates. I saw 
no great difference in the limestones on either side of the Danes 
Valley, but noted that tho*se north of Magazine Hill dip outwards 
20 to 40 deg. (see Plate 10), while those in the Constance Range dip 
20 deg. or less in the opposite direction (to the south-west), the two 
areas being on opposite wings of the anticline. At Lawn Hill the 
thickness of the limestone is only a few feet, but in the Louie Creek 
canon a thickness of several hundred feet of thin-bedded limestone is, 
owing to its upstream dip, exposed within 2J miles of where the 
underlying sandstone crops (see Plate 11).
A study of its literature and my brief visit to the district have 
convinced me of the call for extended field work t o  elucidate its 
geology, there having been almost as great a want of agreement 
among its purely scientific investigators as among those concerned 
primarily with economic pursuits, for the reason that no extended 
surveys, either topographical or geological, have ever been made.
Mr. R. Daintree* in 1872 referred the age of the Tableland 
limestones to the Desert Sandstone (Upper Cretaceous). Dr. Jack, 
in quotingf this twenty years later, states that the limestone of the 
Barkly Tableland has since been proved to belong to the Rolling 
Downs (Lower Cretaceous) formation, but adduces no evidence in 
support of thisi statement, though he refersJ to “ horizontally-bedded 
limestone . . . overlying unconformably nearly vertical palæo-
zoic sandstones”  at Carl Creek police station near Riversleigh, and 
again in his section § of the Rocklands bore (on the Barkly Tableland) 
he shows beneath 80 ft. of surface clay, basalt and lime rock, a total 
thickness of 325 ft. of limestone and hard flinty rock, with some thin 
beds of sand yielding water. Dr. Jack considered that the strata *§
* Proceedings of the Geological Society, April, 1872.
f  Geology and Palaeontology of Queensland and New Guinea by Robert L. Jack, 
F.G.S,, 3T.R-G.S., Government Geologist for Queensland, &c. ;  arid Robert Etheridge, 
Junr., Government Palaeontologist (N .S .W .), 1892, p. 394.
Î  Op. cit., p. 397.
§ Op. cit., p. 418.
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pierced include not only Tertiary rocks but also the Desert Sandstone 
and some Lower Cretaceous beds; yet here again palaeontological 
evidence is> wanting.
On Mr. Cameron’s map (IV.) the Barkly Tableland and the 
southern part of the Constance Hange are shown as of Post-Tertiary 
age, because of T h e rs ite s  and I s o d o r a  with associated mammalian and 
reptilian remains; having been obtained near Riversleigh. The northern 
boundary of the Post-Tertiary limestone is placed a short, distance 
to the north of where Lawn Hill Creek leaves the range, thu» 
explaining why no permanently-flowing creeks break out of the 
northern end of the range. Mr. Cameron states that the limestone· 
of the Barkly Tableland are “  entirely different in lithological and 
geological characters from the limestones of the Lawn Hill Station 
and the Lead Mines. These latter are crystalline in character, and 
have been subject to movements which have disturbed the beds 
considerably from a horizontal position.”  Further the limestones of 
the range are described as horizontal, and the springs along the face 
were thought’ to be due to percolation of the surface water over many 
miles of porous limestone country. I am not in agreement with Mr. 
Cameron in thus distinguishing between the limestone® on opposite 
sides of the Danes; Valley, and, in my opinion, the limestones of the 
range are in the form Of an artesian basin, the springs resulting from 
leakage or overflow at its edge. The limestones along Louie Creek on 
certain horizons contain small shells, possibly T e l l i n a y  which has been 
reported* from “  a bed of horizontal limestone at the head of the 
Gregory,” but I was unable to detach any completely for determina­
tion.
The western limit of the limestones has not been determined, 
but it is probably beyond Alexandra Station, f  Mr. Brown found 
limestone between Powell’s Creek and Alexandra, which is about 110 
miles west-north-west of Camooweal, and beyond to within 66 miles 
of the same township. The rock he statesf is crystalline, and con­
tains lumps of chert, flint, and ironstone concretions, and had been 
proved by boring near Alexandra to a depth of 1,664 ft. At a later 
date, in describing§ limestones between Pine Creek and Sturt Creek, 
Mr. Brown refers to the Silurian fossil O le n e l lu s  as having come from 
the limestone country east of Powell’s Creek, but in his original 
itinerary he statesll that the trilobite was found in soft argillaceous 
rock (yellow clay stone or shale and sandy shale), which he shows in 
section as underlying the limestone.
* Proc. Geo!. Soc., April, 1872.
f  See Geological Map of the Northern Territory of South Australia by H .Y .L . 
Brown, F .G .S ., Government Geologist; and C. Winnecke, F .R .G .S ., Adelaide, 1898. 
Scale ·. 20.miles to an inch.
Î  Report of the Government Geologist on Northern Territory explorations. 
Adelaide. By Authority. 1895. pp. 22, 23, &c.
§T h e  Tanami Gold Country by H .Y .L . Brown, F .G .S ., Government Geologist. 
By Authority. 1909. p. 11.
H Op. cit., 1895, p. 24.
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Mr. Cameron in 1901 mapped the limestones at Lawn Hill as 
doubtfully Devonian, while inclining to the view that they might be 
younger (IY.) ; but I can see no reason for separating them from the 
Post-Tertiary limestones of the Dentalium Plateau and the Constance 
Range. Lawn Hill isi capped by 8 or 12 ft. of hard, brownish, impure 
limestone (with a few flint nodules and hollow casts doubtfully 
ascribed to sponges) overlying 20 ft. of a marly material believed to 
be altered bed-rock (slaty shale). The limestone is similar to that of 
the Constance Range as exposed on Louie Creek.
A few fossils were by me collected half a mile north of Mended 
Hill, and concerning them Mtr. Etheridge, Curator of the Australian 
Museum, Sydney, writes :— “ Three pieces bear small white objects 
that may be portions of shells of D e n ta l iu m , and three other frag­
ments carry small bodies with somewhat the appearance of corals. 
The little bodies marked ‘ sponges 9 (separate and on weathered sur­
faces) present no determinative characters, although outwardly there 
is a certain resemblance to small sponges. The specimens have only 
been examined microscopically, possibly slides prepared for the 
microscope might afford structural details, but I doubt it ; silicifica­
tion appears to have gone too far.” The range of D e n t a l iu m , it may 
be mentioned, is from Eocene to Recent.*
Dr. Danes collected specimens at Tarpeian Rock, near Riversr 
leigh, and among them I s o d o r a  and H e l i x  (T h ers ite s  and C h lo r ite s )  
were determined by Mr. Etheridge, who says that they “ clearly 
indicate an age geologically speaking comparatively recent, either the 
youngest possible Tertiary or Post-Tertiary.”
No lead lodes have been observed in the limestone areas, and I 
think it unlikely that any will be discovered, for, as elsewhere ex­
plained, the fissures were produced during the arching of the strata, 
.and, before the limit of elasticity of the grits of the Zinc Hills had 
been reached, the overlying limestones had been removed by denuda­
tion. This absence of ore deposits in the limestones is the more 
remarkable as limestones are in other parts of the world the most 
favourable country rock for deposits of lead ore.
THE COUNTRY OF THE ORE DEPOSITS.
Fine grained, usually greenish, sometimes silicified sandstones and 
tliin-bedded slightly indurated shales or shaly slates predominate in 
the Zinc Hills, but lenticular beds of pink and brown limestone were 
«observed on the western side of the Ploughed Mountain (in the vicinity 
of the copper and manganese ore bodies of the Waanyee). On the 
whole the rocks are not much altered, but no recognisable fossil 
has yet been discovered in them, and there is no reliable evidence as 
to their age beyond that they are unconformably overlaid by late
* .Text-book of Palaeontology. B y Karl A. voü Zittel. 1900.
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Tertiary or Recent limestones. Areal schistosity is quite wanting,, 
and crushing is a wholly subordinate and local feature in some of the 
formations, but the rocks have been extensively fissured, during 
elevatory movements, and the strata are now found tilted generally 
at medium angles in various directions. The shales and grits beneath 
the tilted younger limestones of the Dentalium Plateau to the north 
of Magazine Hill appear to be nearly horizontal, but above the China­
man's garden on Louie Creek their dip is considerably greater than 
that of the limestones (see Plate 12).
The importance of the subject demands that some reference 
should be made in this place to the expressed opinions of previous 
observers as to the age of these rocks.
A fact of some historical interest is that Mr. Daintree, forty years 
ago, on lithological grounds, referred the country of the Lower Gregory 
copper mines to  the Silurian.*
Dr. Jack has lately remarked that the hill country, within which 
the mineral field is included, is “  composed of semi-metamorphosed 
sedimentary rocks believed on the evidence of their scanty organic 
remains to- be of Silurian age ” (VII.)— presumably referring to the 
fossils (O r th o c e r a ti te s , A c tin o c e r a s , &c.), obtained from the Cairns 
Range, which is some 300 miles distant to the south. Mr. Cameron 
had already mapped the northernmost part of the Constance Range 
and a strip down the centre of the field as Silurian, and, in describing 
“ the older slates, quartzites, schists, &c.,” he states that they become 
less metamorphosed westwards and northwards from Cloncurry, and 
he apparently saw no objection to the inclusion o f the “ even-bedded, 
fine-grained sandstone shales and mudstones” of the Burketown 
Mineral Field with the schists of the Cloncurry Mineral Field as 
Silurian (IV.). The discovery by Mr. H. Y. L. Brown of the typical 
Silurian genus O le n e l lu s  in soft shales near Alexandra Station (some 
150 miles to the south-west of the mineral area) is of interest in this 
connection, but the below-mentioned occurrence on the McArthur 
River (200 miles to the north-west) of carbonaceous· shales, believed 
bv the same observer to  be of Permo-Carboniferous age,f is more 
likely to afford a clue as to the position of these rocks in the geological 
column.
Mr. Cameron mapped the sandstones of the central part of the 
Constance Range as Devonian, but on .what grounds is not evident. 
From my limited opportunities I came to the conclusion that the 
sandstones of the range are of the same age as the grits of the valley 
to the east. Their somewhat greater elevation is owing to faulting 
and their friable condition might be ascribed to leaching, or simply 
to freedom from secondary silicification.
* General report upon the Northern District by Richard Daintree, E s q , late- 
Government Geologist for Northern Queensland. Brisbane. By authority. 1870. p. 7.
f  Geological Reconnaissance from Van Diemen’s Gulf to the M cArthur River, &c.  ^
made by the Government Geologist in 1907. Adelaide, .By Authority. 1908.
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The weathered rocks on the ridges (in the valleys they are nearly 
always covered by shingle) are light coloured and exhibit some degree 
of induration. This will probably be found as first suggested by 
Dr. Jack* to be a superficial feature, anddt might be suggested that 
it is due to silicification, as a result of the evaporation of meteoric 
waters brought back to the surface under the operation of capillarity. 
I t . does not appear to be in any way connected with diffusion of 
juvenile solutions from the great fault zones. Along the fault escarp­
ments of the Constance Range the grit is siEcified to à depth of only 
a few inches, and the rock beneath is quite friable, but up the canons 
and immediately beneath the limestones it has been completely silici- 
fied, siliceous sponges in the limestones themselves being presumably 
the source of the silica, which has been partly precipitated as flint 
nodules in the lowermost o f the limestone beds. It isi noticeable that 
silicification of the underlying rocks has not taken place on the 
eastern side of the valley, the shales at Lawn Hill homestead being 
on the contrary very marly, while the grits north of Magazine Hill 
are simply slightly indurated.
The outcropping strata are everywhere light in colour, but dark 
carbonaceous shales were met in sinking at the Mended Hill camp, 
at Tunnel Hill, and at Lilydale, and the question of the likelihood of 
coal being found was thereby raised even before coal was detected in 
the Silver King lode material. Unfortunately the shale in the waste 
heaps has fretted away to rubble, rendering search for fossils hope­
less, but, though we are thus without palaeontological guidance, the 
possibility of the strata being coal measures and containing a work­
able coal seam must not be overlooked. At Mended Hill camp, which 
is some distance from any known fissure, the shales become blue-black 
within 50 ft. of the surface, and are distinctly carbonaceous. Tunnel 
Hill and Barr's Lilydale shafts were sunk in similar country. The 
dark shales raised from the latter drew the attention of Dr. Jack, 
who had the sample analysed, and gives their composition as below
(VIIÏ.) :
Volatile Hydrocarbons ... 5 '0%
Fixed Carbon ... ... 2'2%
Iron Oxide ... ... ... 7*3%
Silica ... ... ... ... 84*5%
Moisture ... ... ... 1*0%
100*0%
He remarks : “ After five years’ exposure to a tropical sun, this shale 
must necessarily have lost a good deal of its volatile hydrocarbons, 
but even taking its fuel value in the analysis, it is evident that 2*2 
per cent, of fixed carbon and 5 per cent, of volatile hydrocarbons
* “ In many cases on the surface I  suspect quasi-vitrification due simply to age 
long tropical sunshine. . . . ” (V III .).
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would go some way towards economy in smelting, although the high 
percentage ((84‘5) of silica would forbid its use in the smelting of ore· 
already siliceous. It is evident that a large quantity of the material 
is obtainable and it must not be lost sight of in the event of local 
smelting being con tempi a ted.”  Dr. Jack’s discovery is of special 
significance in the light of our knowledge that coaly shales (containing 
3’63 per cent of fixed carbon and 9*53 per cent volatile hydrocarbons) 
occur in the neighbouring State on the McArthur River, 5 miles 
south-east of Borroloola.*
The crushed rock of the formations is often black, sometimes 
throughout and sometimes only on planes of movement. In the field 
it was thought that this resulted from the presence of finely-dissemi­
nated sulphides, but pyrognostic tests in the laboratory subsequently 
proved it to« be« due to organic matter— probably coal. A specimen 
(illustrated in Fig. 7) was therefore sent for confirmation to the 
Government Analyst, whose report is to the effect, that he was able 
to separate sufficient of the dark material for analysis, and that he 
obtained the following result;—
Moisture 
Volatile Matter 
Fixed Carbon 
Ash
1-5%
3’ 1%
85*9%
9*5% (containing about 80% silica)
100*0%
Its composition and physical properties (vitreous lustre, conchoidal 
fracture, and homogeneous structure) are enough to decide that it is 
coal, and its high proportion of fixed carbon (which is equivalent to 
94*9 per cent, in the ash-free coal) ranges it under the anthracites.t 
The possibilities opened up by the discovery of such a high-grade coal 
can scarcely be overstated, for, should the seam when located prove 
to be of workable thickness, there would be little difficulty in inducing 
capital to exploit the now idle lodes, as there would be a convenient 
source of fuel for the mines and mills, for the railway, and for other 
local purposes, and perhaps for export as well.
* See Report on Northern Territory Mines and Minerals Resources by J . V . 
Parkes, Inspector of Mines, Adelaide. B y Authority. 1891. pp. 12 and 34. Also 
above p. 20.
fS e e  Economic Geology. Yol. 4, p. 657,
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ORE DEPOSITS.
An unbroken metalliferous belt of country extends for 700 mile« 
from beyond the Queensland township of Cloncurry on the south-east 
(where copper prevails) to the McArthur* and Roper f  Rivers in the 
Northern Territory on the north-west (where lead ores have been 
found in some quantity). The two provinces overlap on the Burke­
town Mineral Field, but there the copper deposits, located some dis­
tance to the north-east of thej chief lead mines, are few in number 
and mark the extreme feathered edge of the Cloncurry province.
Mr. Brown has described* certain occurrence of lead ore in lime­
stone in the neighbourhood of the McArthur River cattle station, the 
“ surface indications at one being very favourable to the presence of 
a large deposit/’ The limestones are assumed to be Cambrian, and 
the overlying quartzites, sandstones, grits, conglomerates, and shales 
Permo-Carboniferous.
The Burke (1^ miles easi>south-east of Tunnel Hill) is the only 
copper mine actually within the confines of the mineral field. Others 
within the belt, but outside the proclaimed field, include? : The 
Britannia Copper (7 miles north-west of the Lawn Hill homestead), 
Croxton Park (on Copper-mine Creek, a tributary of the Seymour 
River), Lilydale Copper (near Riversleigh Station), Mellor (on Miller’s 
Creek, a branch of the Thornton River), Missing Link (on the Gregory 
River, between Gregory Downs and Riversleigh homesteads), Moodie’s 
(on Sandy Creek, between Gregory Downs and Mount Oxide), Mount 
Stawell (22 miles east of the Dorothy), Mount Verdon (adjoining the 
Lilydale Copper), Vera Jane (on the road between Lawn Hill and 
Punjaub homesteads), Victor (on Victor Creek, a tributary of the 
O’Shanassy River), and Waanyee. Of these only the last was visited 
by me. The Croxton Park has received much attention from pro­
spectors; but, like the majority of the numerous occurrences between 
the Burketown and Cloncurry Mineral Fields, it has not been suffi­
ciently tested because of the lack of transport facilities.
The Carpentaria lead province may extend to within three miles 
of Mount' Cuthbert, which is some 45 miles, beyond and to the south­
east of Mount Oxide, for in this vicinity a large low-grade plumbi- 
ferous formation is now being tested by Tier and party, but I have 
no authentic particulars of other lead deposits south of the Gregory 
River.
With regard to the Burketown Mineral Field, it has already been 
shown that during the Zinc Hills uplift tensile stresses were induced
* Op. cifc. (Geological reconnaissance), 1907.
fS om e  stir has been caused in mining circles during the present year by 
discoveries on this river but latest reports are to the effect that values had been much 
exaggerated.
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in the arched strata, which found relief in extensive figuring, am- 
it seems likely that the blocks between certain o f these fissures 
were subjected to displacements: of some extent. Many of the fissures 
can be traced for distances of several miles over the bare hills. The 
want of agreement in strike of the majority of the fissures will be 
patent on glancing at the plans, where it will be seen that the lodes 
run to almost every point of the compass. Two formations sometimes 
meet at a low angle and unite, as on the Anglo-American, Banner 
South, Hann’s, Mended Hill, and Silver K ing; and it would seem 
that the intersection was usually a specially favourable locus for ore 
deposition. Again, a formation may be cut off by a crosscourse, with­
out noticeable enrichment, this being the case at the Britannia and 
Dorothy.
Though the lodes are on the whole characterised by breceiation 
as against crushing, certain of the formations— the Britannia, 
Dorothy, Li-lydale, Tunnel Hill, &c.— do exhibit intense crushing in 
places, and one is therefore not surprised to find further evidence of 
movement of the walls in the strong slickensides of the Silver King 
(on the footwall at the 130-ft. level and the hanging-wall at the 
200-ft. level). In consequence of the nature of the stresses and the 
character of the country rock, compound fissures are the rule here, 
there being at least one strong fault plane and an indefinite zone, with 
numerous roughly parallel but sometimes intercepting fissures, in­
cluding bands of country that have been cracked in all directions 
with the production of a brecciated structure (see Plate 13 and Fig. 
2), one of the most constant characteristics of the lodes.
Fig. 2.—Fisst S t a g e s  i n  B u e c c i a t i o n  a n d  M i n e r a l i s a t i o n . 
» S i l v e r  K i n g .  N a t u r a l  S iz e .
The fissure zones provided an escape for deep-seated waters, 
which, in their upward journey, deposited both the metallic sulphide« 
and the accompanying gangue minerals. Silicification is especially 
pronounced along the brecciated portions of the formation, for after 
almost all open spaces had been choked the solutions penetrated into 
and replaced, sometimes completely, the surrounded fragments of
Plate 13.
Photo., L.C.B. 
B beccia V ein .
200-ft. Level, Carson’s, Silver King.
Plate 14.
Photo., L.C.B.
G a t e  H i l l .
A  g o o d  e x a m p le  o f  t h e  w a l l - l i k e  c r o p s .  N o t e  t l i e  s m a l l  s iz e  o f  t h e  
s o a p p in g -g u m  a n d  b r o a d - le a v e d  b o x  o n  t h e  f la ts .
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«hale or grit. (See Fig. 3.) Successive reopenings of fissures allowed 
the renewed deposition of minerals in channels that had been filled 
in by previous generations of the same minerals.
Fig . 3.— F urther Stage in Replacement of Breccia.
Cant’ s, feilver King. Natural size.
The silicified breccias, so characteristic of this field, usually stand 
like wide walls several feet above the general surface, as, for example, 
on the Anglo-American, Gate Hill (see Plate 14), Mended Hill, Silver 
King (eastern crop), Silver Queen, Ac, In some places, where there 
has been less brecciation, the silica has entered and replaced the 
country rock over wide zones on the Dorothy, Silver King (southern 
end), and Watson’s, and the crops there cause low ridges. Many of 
the larger crops— e.g., Tunnel Hill and Mended Hill— are very 
gossany, and offer strong inducements to prospectors of resource.
It is necessary to emphasise the point that the outcropping por­
tions of the lodes have been almost completely leached of their 
metallic contents, and consequently they have in general a most 
barren appearance, yet prospecting below water-level on almost any 
ferruginous formation here is likely to be justified by the discovery 
of. at the worst, low-grade ore. On the basis of the developments at 
the Silver King, we may confidently expect that a moderate amount 
of work will reveal large reserves.
The sulphides of lead and zinc are the chief metallic minerals of 
this field; and quartz and siderite are the universal gangue minerals.
Z i n c  : The dark-brownish coarsely crystalline sulphide, zine 
blende or sphalerite, is the ore occurring in greatest quantity below
MINERALS OF THE ORE BODIES,
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water level, but it is seldom found in the oxidised zone because of 
its ready oxidation and the solubility of the sulphate. In only one 
case was the blende found crystallised in an open cavity and there 
it exhibited polysynthetic twinning and was covered by a thin film 
of siderite. The blende is found filling drusy cavities in the quartz, 
in the interspaces of crystals of the same mineral, and replacing 
fragments of breccia surrounded by quartz.
My search for the oxidation products srm th son ite  and ca la m in e  
was quite unsuccessful, and it would appear that the zinc leached 
from the cap has been re-precipitated below as blende, for g o s la r ite  
(the hydrous sulphate) has been detected by the Government Analyst 
in the efflorescent epsomite from the south crosscut on the 65-ft. level 
at Mended Hill, my sample containing 1 3  per cent, of zinc oxide, 
which is equivalent to 4^ per cent, of the mineral.
Cadmium : A light brown and yellow translucent mineral was 
noticed at the Silver King, East Star, Silver Queen, and Watson’s 
in subsidiary amounts and apparently always of later introduction 
than the blende. It reacts for cadmium, and being a sulphide is 
probably g r e e n o c k i te , a mineral not hitherto recorded from Queens­
land.* Appreciable quantities of cadmium were found by the 
Government Analyst in several of my samples from the Silver King, 
and one of them contained 0 1  per cent cadmium, which is equal to 
the average of the cadmiferous blendes of Upper Silesia;, whence the 
world derives practically the whole of the cadmium of commerce.!
L ead : G a le n a  (lead sulphide) seems to have been introduced 
subsequently to the blende, in which it occurs in delicate arborescent 
forms. It has generally invaded all the cracks in the surrounded 
fragments of country, the cracks having probably been induced after 
the deposition o f the blende by continued seismic disturbances. In 
the deeper workings it is commonly coarsely crystalline, but near the 
surface it is very finely granular and has a steel-like fractura At 
the outcrop of the Silver King a laminated variety, miscalled anti­
monial ore, isi in evidence. The galena varies distinctly in different 
parts of the field ; at the Silver King it has usually a banded struc­
ture, at the East Star it is steel-like in texture, at Lilydale it include· 
small specks of some reddish mineral, and at Coghlan’s it is coarse­
grained. I was informed that “ steel ” galena from the crop at
* “  À  strong trace ”  of cadmium is given in an analysis o f Block 10, Broken Hill, 
ore, quoted by Mr. Jaquet in the report mentioned under the caption of Literature,
t  See The Metallurgy of Zinc and Cadmium. B y W . R . Ingalls. 1903.
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Harm’s »haft on the Silver King contained, as shipped, 68 oz. of silver 
per ton (less than 1 oz. per unit of lead), but this is apparently the 
best return yet reported. The silver grade of the galena of the field 
is abnormally low, and it is necessary to express it in pennyweights 
instead of ounces per unit of lead, for the highest quoted below is 
less than J oz. No sample of pure galena or blende was taken by 
me, but Dr. Jack appears to have separated the galena for his assays 
(YIIL), on which the subjoined table is based.
- L ea d  p er ce n t .
S ilver. 
O z. per  T o n .
D w t. S ilver, 
per  u n it  
Lead.
L o ca lity .
H 1 75*6 6'8 i f Galena at gras*, Sliver Queen
H 2 63 6 5*85 i f ,, Shadforth Lode, Silver Queen
H  4 .78*4 10 "2 „  C a n t ’s old underlie, Silver King
H  6 77 0 26*6 7 ,, Open cu!*, Mended H ill
H 7 70 5 i i „  Bell’s lode
H 10 65 3 2 1 „  East Star
H 12 67*4 6*8 2 ,, Lilydale
H 13 84 132 3 ,, W atson’s
My sulphide samples average 5 dwt. per unit of lead, but the analyses 
also show that the whole of the silver is not in the galena, about 
1 dwt. per unit o f zinc being present where there is no galena. The 
average amount in the galena is therefore not more than 4 dwt. 
per unit of lead.
The frequently intimate association of the galena and blende 
is likely to be a cause of anxiety to the metallurgist, necessitating
as it will the very finest crushing to ensure a reasonable mechanical 
separation.
The commonest result of the oxidation of galena met was the 
sulphate, a n g le s i te , of which the Silver King and East Star have 
been the chief producers. The alteration begins on every crack in 
the sulphide and various stages in the process are marked by 
concentric coats of different shades ; and in exceptional cases the 
sulphide has been completely oxidised. The anglesite has exception­
ally a crystalline form but it isf usually amorphous and porcellaneous 
in texture. It is seldom found clear and glassy, being more often grey 
and in some cases black (probably from included sulphide). The 
"sulphate and carbonate were nowhere found in actual contact.
At the Anglo-American, Bell’s, and a few other mines a little 
ceru ssite, the carbonate, occurs at the surface, chiefly in the goss any 
parts of the lodes, but on this field the mineral is not found in the 
upper part of the oxidation zone as a rule. It is crystalline, the
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prisms being short* much interpenetrated and loosely aggregated. 
The silver content of the carbonate is, as far as the evidence (YIII.) 
goes, little better than that of the galena, except in one case which 
is over \  oz. per unit.
Lead 
per cent.
Silver.
Oz. per Ton .
Dwt. Silver 
per unit 
Lead.
•
L oca lity .
H  3 5 8 7 10-8 33 Carbonate, Cam ’s o ld  underlie 
Silver K i n g .
H  5 59 8 8 ‘2 2 i Carbona-e, No. 2 vein, Mended 
Hill
H  8 64 4 V 2 133 Carbonate, Bell’s lode.
H  9 73 '4 17*2 4| Carbonate, Open cut, Ea^t Star
M a s s ic o t , the yellow oxide, was noticed as stainings on several 
outcrops including the Banner South, Britannia, Watson’s No. 2 
East, &c.
Mr. Pringle in several places mentions (VI.) p y r o m o r p h i t e ,  the 
phosphate, but I was unable to find even traces of that mineral.
C o p p e r  : C h a lc o p y r i t e  (copper-iron sulphide) is, like pyrite, very 
rare and occurs only below water level, unless protected from oxida­
tion by a solid envelope as at the Anglo-American, where it is 
associated with galena in crystalline quartz ; but the Tunnel Hill and 
Magazine Hill outcrops are distinctly promsing for copper at a depth. 
The lode material raised from the inaccessible shaft on Coghlan’s 
differs from the other lead ores in its relatively large proportion of 
copper, for it contains about 1 per cent, each of galena, blende and 
chalcopyrite.
The alteration product m a la c h ite  (the green carbonate) is notice­
able as slight stains in the oxidation zone at the Silver King, East 
Star, and Watson’s.
Radiating malachite ist the most abundant ore at the Waanyee 
where it is associated with traces of c h r y s o c o l la  (hydrous silicate) 
near the surface, and ch a lco c ite  (sulphide) towards water-level.
G a n g u e : S id e r i t e  (iron carbonate) is one of the most common 
gangue mineralsi, and it is especially plentiful in the deposits, which 
are rich in zinc. (One of my samples contained 17^ per cent.). The 
crystals lining open cavities must have been deposited last of all, 
but the greater part of the siderite in the formation was thrown down 
before the quartz. (See Fig. 4.) It is usually crystalline on frag­
ments of country, and probably grew in open spaces. At Watson’s
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it has crystallised in rosettes, and has since been leached out of the 
outcrop, leaving perfect casts in the quartz, and incidentally giving 
that mineral a peculiar cellular structure.
F ig . 4.— G-angue M inerals, Silver X i n g . JNat. Size. 
Proof tliat siderite was deposited before quartz.
Turgite (red hydrous iron oxide) is the common form taken by 
the carbonate in oxidising, and it is consequently found in most of 
the outcrops. It was noticed in greatest bulk on the Banner South 
and Black Snake, but also in quantity on the Anglo-American, 
Haim’s, &c.
Pyrite  (iron sulphide), one of the latest minerals, occurs in small 
quantity (little more than traces) in the deeper workings. It occurs 
in arborescent masses in the sulphides, in films between massed 
crystals of quartz and as crystals covered with crystallised siderite 
in open cavities.
Limonite (brown hydrous iron oxide) is plentiful in most of the 
crops— sometimes dense alid sometimes cellular. In some cases it 
may have been produced by the oxidation of iron and copper sulphides, 
in others from the oxidation of ferriferous blende, but probably in 
most from the decomposition of siderite.
Psilomelane (hydrous manganese dioxide) in small quantities 
attracts the eye, and it was noticed on many of the gossans, but most 
plentifully on the Banner South. It seems to usually accompany 
oxidised lead ores, and is probably derived either from rhodochrosite 
(as at Freiberg) or rhodonite (as at Broken Hill). Radiating mam- 
milated psilomelane was found in unusual amount in association with 
jasperoid at the Waanyee.
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The lead ores are predominantly siliceous (see Fig. 5), the q u a r ts  
being of at least two generations. That directly in contact with 
the fragments of country in the breccias is turbid, and generally 
radiating with a dog-tooth form, while that filling the interspaces is 
clear, granular, and crystalline (see Fig. 6). The formation on 
Parson’s 130-ft. level, Silver King, is ribbed with quartz in a rather 
unusual manner, the veins near the footwall being arranged parallel 
to  the wall, while those near the hanging-wall lie transversely. 
Diagonal quartz veins were also' observed in the northern part of 
Watson’s crop, and some of them are shown on the accompanying 
plan. Silicification, resulting in the production of jasperoid, is a 
characteristic of .the Waanyee copper ore deposits, where also one 
finds chalcedonic silica unassociated with iron oxide. “  Spotted dog,” 
mentioned on some of the plans, has a white base of quartz or siderite, 
in which are scattered fragments of country.
C a lc i te  (calcium carbonate) was not noticed with the lead oree, 
but it occurs in the copper lodes of the Waanyee with ferro-calcite 
(calcium iron carbonate) and dolomite (calcium magnesium carbonate).
G y p s u m  (hydrous calcium sulphate) was hot noticed in any of 
the lodes, but it is sometimes found in the soil on the open flats, and 
it was met in sinking the vertical shaft on Coghlan’s.
Another secondary sulphate, e p s o m itc  (hydrous magnesium sul­
phate), coats the walls and roofs of some of the disused workings 
within the zone of oxidation. The water soluble portion of a sample 
•collected from the southern crosscut at Mended Hill has been calcu­
lated by the Government Analyst to have the following composi­
tion :—
Water ... 48'9%
Sulphuric anhydride ... 33-5%
Magnesia 15'8%
Zinc oxide 1‘3%
Alumina and iron oxides Traces
Difference 0'5%
1000%
This is equivalent to 95% of epsomite and 4£% of goslarite.
The presence o f ca rb o n a c eo u s  m a tte r  as a constituent o f the 
formations was altogether unlooked for in the field, and its subsequent 
«discovery in material from Carson’s, Cant’s, and the No. 1 Underlie
CU/\F} GFjAMüL*^ 
C^SJ^LLlfJE-
QÜ/\FÇT2-
*/'74 g^YSt V .6
0/\\/ΐ J l E-S.
HLLlhiû c^ gk .
MiLk j  r/H iJE  
F^A,oi/ypNç CFjYST^LLiNE
Q^MTZ·
Fia. fi.— T h b e e  G e n e r a t i o n s  o f  Q o a r t z  x  2 .  
C a n t ’s, S i l v e r  K i n g .
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workings on the .Silver King, together with the actual separation of 
small fragments of coal from the ore itself (see Fig. 7) needs special 
comment, as the country at Coglan’s, Lilydale, Tunnel Hill, and
irJodf^yED y e LLow' s ^aLe v\ApJ d^ k. aüreoLe ΒΕίΊΕφί q^ LEf^ /\
Fio. 7.— O ee B eabing Caebonaceous F oemation.
C a r s o n ’s , S i l v e r  K i n g .  N a t u r a l  S iz e .
Watson’s is also distinctly carbonaceous, and similar conditions may 
there obtain. The country rock where it could be examined on the 
200-ft. level is light coloured, but the fissure must have crossed in the 
vicinity of the 200-ft. level some highly carbonaceous stratum, the 
material of which, being softer than the grits and shales, has been 
squeezed into the open channel, and now forms the matrix for lead 
and zinc ore.* Dr. Jack thought that the carbonaceous shalesi at Lily- 
dale might eventually be of some value as a fuel for smelting the ore. 
The still greater importance of the presence of free carbon in the ore 
itself is obvious, and yet the analyses show such a small percentage 
that the association would seem to be of little if any economic 
importance, however interesting from a mineralogical point of view. 
Nevertheless during mechanical concentration of the lead and zinc 
minerals it may be possible to save, in a purified state, much of the 
coaly matter, which m  briquettes, may be utilised for power produc­
tion. “ Piebald ore,” “ piebald rock,” or “  magpie rock,” shown on 
the plans, is dark from its carbonaceous matrix, the white areas being 
due to irregular inclusions of quartz.
*The possibility that the carbon is of inorganic origin and derived from 
metallic carbides in the earth’s interior has not been overlooked but there is no strong 
-evidence in its favour.
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The occurrence is probably without exact parallel elsewhere,* 
though a very few isolated instances of the finding of lead and zinc 
ores in coal have been recorded by American writers. A case of coal 
as gangue has been reported from Colorado,! but the paper describing 
it is not available to me. Messrs. Winslow and Robertson mentionJ 
that in Texas “ The galena occurs in small crystals in a large body of 
Coal Measures shales . . . . of no commercial importance.” They
also state (p. 421) that “ The finding of galena and blende within the 
very coal beds of outlying marginal coal pockets shows the influence 
of carbon in their deposition.”  The only other references to which 
I can point are contained in the following passage:— §
“ In North St. Louie, Missouri, H. A. Wheeler (Trans. Acad. Sei.,. 
St. Louie, Yol. 7, p. 123) found massive blende embedded in lignite, 
where it had evidently been formed by the reducing action of organic 
matter upon other zinc compounds. Other associations of sphalerite 
with coal, also in Missouri, are mentioned by W. P. Jenney in Trans. 
Amer. Inst. Min. Eng., Yol. 33, p. 460, 1903.”
Another form of organic matter, i . e ., bitumen ( “ a brownish red 
or black fluid, which hardens on exposure ” ) is met in the breccia of 
the ore bodies, and in cavities of the country rock of the ore bodies 
in Missouri.H Graphite also usually of organic origin is a very 
common constituent of the country rock of gold-bearing quartz veins. 
We know of it in slate at GympielT and in felsite and granite at 
Stanhills** and Croydon.f t  Mr. Dunstan h a s  shown (p. 8) that at 
Croydon “ Inclusions of graphite are common, but this mineral in 
the granites unlike that in the felsites is very impure and is mixed 
with much quartz . . . Impregnations of mineral solutions have
resulted in the formation in the rocks of iron pyrites, copper pyrites, 
galena and arsenical pyrites in small quantities.” A case more *§
* Since this was bet up it has come to my knowledge that carbonaceous matter and 
anthracite have been reported from several mines in Tasmania. Mr. W . F. Petterd 
in his Catalogue of the Minerals of Tasmania mentions an occurrence of anthracite “ in 
irregular grains up to  ^inch in size enclosed in calcite and siderite in the abandoned 
lead mine North Valley, Mt. Bischofï”  (Ulrich). A  hydrocarbonaceous substance, 
variously reported as anthracite by Mr. F . Danvers Power and lignite by Messrs. A. 
Montgomery and W . A . W *rd, has been found “ in the workings of various quarte 
reefs in the Beaeonsfield goldfield.”
f  On the occurrence of lustrous coal with Native Silver in a vein in porphyry in 
Ouray county, Colorado. By Prof. G. A . Koenig and M oritz Stockder, E.M ., Trans. 
Am. Inst. Min. Eng., V ol. IX ., p. 650.
+ Lead and Zinc Deposits of Missouri. By Arthur W inslow and J. D. Winslow. 
1894. p. 157.
§ The Data of Geochemistry. By F. W . Clarke. Bulletin No. 330, U . S. 
Geological Survey. 1908. p. 598.
I Op. cit.
IF Gympie Goldfield. By W illiam H. Rands, Assistant Government Geologist. 
Brisbane. By authority. 1889. p. 4.
** Stanhills Tinfields. By B. Dunstan, A cting Government Geologist. G.S.Q. 
Publication No. 211. p. 8. Brisbane. By authority. 1907.
t t  Some Croydon Gold Mines. B y B. Dunstan, A cting Government Geologist. 
Part I. ,G .S.Q. Publication No. 202, p. 9. 1905 ; and Part 2, G .S.Q. Publication No. 
212, p. 11. 1907. Brisbane. By authority.
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nearly related to that in hand is that referred* to by Mr. Dunst an of 
“ a large deposit of graphite at Hampden, near Cloncurry. . . .
Most of the material is of an inferior quality but sonae portions 
contain 40 per cent, of carbon.” The section accompanying this 
description shows 22 ft. of graphite and graphitic shale beneath 
decomposed dyke rock, in which is a band of copper ore.
VALUES.
I found that, after the outcrops and workings had been examined 
and plotted, there remained very little time for sampling the ore- 
bodies, but I managed to take a few check samples in the older work­
ings and roughly sampled the new exposures.
The Government Analyst's results of analyses for lead, silver, 
gold and zinc are shown on the plans, together with those reported 
by Messrs. Pringle (Pr.)f and Danvers Power (D.P.), which, allowing 
for the different widths taken, I am satisfied approximate quite closely 
enough (except in the case of Mr. Pringle’s figures in the main 
crosscut on the 200-ft. level at Carson’s, these having been shown 
already by Mr. Power to be far too high); and I have therefore 
generally employed all these figures (where possible taking the mean) 
in calculating the value of the ore exposed. My values are based on 
metal prices, as follows:— Lead, 2s. 6d. per unit; silver, 2s. per oz .; 
and zinc, 4s. 5d. per unit. No deductions have been made for treat­
ment losses, the consideration of which falls within the province of 
the practical metallurgist.
The results of the assays, as arranged below, afford some idea 
of the extent of the exposures and the value of the lead, silver, gold 
and zinc contents of the ore as it stands :—
C a n t ' s  W o r k i n g s , S i l v e r  K i n g .
Value per ton.
Eastern ore body— £  s . d .
Old shaft—surface to 28 ft. ; width, 1 ft. 11 in. 11 12 6
New „  „  to 45 ft. ; ,, 2 ft. 7 in. 8 4 6
„  „  45 ft. to 75 ft. ; „  2 ft. 7 in. 8 3 0
45-ft. level—length 165 ft. ; ,, 2 ft. 3 in. 8 19 6
170-ft. level ; ,, 5 ft. witnout zinc 3 1 6
with zinc... 3 19 1
Central ore body—
45-ft. level—crosscut ; „  30 ft. 3 0 6
75 ft. to 170 ft.; ,, 4 ft. 10 in. 6 1 9
170-ft. level ; ,, 6 ft. without zinc 1 18 6
with zinc... 7 12 11
H a n n ' s  W o r k i n g s , S i l v e r  K i n g .
Central ore body—
52-ft. level—crosscut ; width, 30 ft. 0 2 6
Western ore body—
52-ft. level—length 70 ft. : „  4 ft. 4 0 6
* G.S.Q. Publication No. 203. p. 11.
t  Mr. Pringle’s assays are rather higher than mine throughout but especially on 
the 200 ft. level at the Silver K ing (V I , ) and Mr. Dunn’s values·—65 ft. width giving 34 
per cent, lead, 6.12 oz. silver per ton and 16 per cent, zinc are also much higher than 
mine, which however I  do not see my way to modify.
C
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C arson ’s W o rk in g s , S ilver  K in g .
K ü s t e r n  o re  b o d y —
V a lu e  per To n . 
£  8. d .
2 0 0 -ft. le v e l— le n g t h ,  55 f t . ;  w i d t h  2 f t .  6 in . 9 1 5
C e n t r a l  o re  b o d y —
1 3 0 -ft. le v e l— le n g t h ,  130 f t . ;  6 f t .  2 in . 6 10 0
2 0 0 -ft. „  „  150 f t , :  , ,  3 f t .  6 in . 5 5 8
C e n t r a l  f o r m a t io n —
2 0 0 -ft. le v e l— N o .  2 c ro s s c u t  ; , ,  28 f t . 3 5 3
2 0 0 -ft. . ,  le n g t h ,  150 f t . ;  , ,  18 f t .  6 in . 3 12 0
W e s t e r n  o re  b o d y —
200 f t .  le v e l— le n g t h ,  105 f t .  ; , ,  2 f t .  3 in . 2 19 10
N o rth ern  W o r t  in g , M e n d e d  H ill .  
6 0 -ft .  l e v e l— le n g t h ,  188 f t .  ; w id t h ,  11 in . 7 1 10
M a in  W o rk in g s , M e n d ed  H ill .  
50 f t .  l e v r l  ; w id t h ,  4 f t . 1 19 6
U n derlie S h a ft , L i l y  dal e. 
2 5 -ft . le v e l— le n g t h ,  10 f t . ;  w id t h .  2 f t .  1 in . 10 0 0
G rea ter  B r ita in .
O u t c r o p — le n g t h ,  22 f t . ;  * id t h ,  7 f t . 4 1 9
It has been pointed out to me since my advance report was 
written that the non-expert reader should be warned that the above 
figures and those on the plans represent the value the total lead, 
silver, and zinc contents would have if delivered in London; that 
their value on the field may be nil ; and that owing to working costs 
and treatment losses, only a small fraction of the value, even in the 
most favourable case, is likely to be returned to the operator.
A n a l y s e s .
I have to express; my indebtedness to Mr. Henderson, the Govem- 
ment Analyst,, for having carried through nearly complete analyses 
of so many of my samples, as it was done at great inconvenience 
owing to the inadequacy of his staff.
Sample No. 205 is, a copper ore, all the others being of silver- 
lead or zinc ore. From the determinations to hand it is not possible 
to estimate the relative proportions of galena, anglesite, and cerussite 
known to be present in the ores above water-level; but I have inter­
polated with the Government Analyst’s results; the approximately 
equivalent mineral components of the samples from below water-level, 
where the lead and zinc are present as sulphides— galena and blende. 
(In No. 206 there is insufficient sulphur for the lead and zinc alone, 
and this must be due to partial oxidation since the ore was raised 
to the surface; but Nos. 216 and 217, in which also there is a 
shortage of sulphur, came from, below water-level. The deficiency 
of suphur in No. 225, which came from about water-level, is certainly 
due to the blende being partly oxidised.) Excess of sulphur beyond
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that necessary to satisfy these requirements it has been assumed is 
in combination with iron as monosulphide (an almost universal con­
stituent of blende), except in three cases, where the proportions of 
iron and sulphur indicate the presence of pyrite* (There is an insuffi­
ciency of sulphur in Nos. 216 and 218 which I cannot explain, but 
the deficit in No. 207 is perhaps due to partial oxidation during 
exposure at the surface.) The iron, over and above that required 
for the sulphur, is united with the carbonic acid to give the per­
centage of siderite.
The highest galena content is 25 per cent, and the highest blende 
40 per cent. ; but taking the average the percentages of the sulphides 
are nearly equal, the average lead being 13 per cent, and zino 10 per 
cent. That the blende is somewhat argentiferous is proved by the 
lead-free samples, which contain up to 2 dwt. of silver per unit of 
zinc. The proportion of silver in the ores is disappointingly low, and 
the absence of gold, even in traces in all except three of the samples, 
is surprising.
The average percentage of silica is rather high, and the iron is 
remarkably low, most of this metal being in combination with 
carbonic acid. The freedom of the blende from much associated iron 
sulphide is well shown in the samples from Watson’s ; and the import­
ance of this will be grasped when it is known that European smelters 
do not care to have more than 10 per cent, of iron in the zinc charge, 
and American smelters impose a penalty on all ore containing more 
than 1 or 2 per cent, of iron.*
Arsenic and antimony are fortunately not present in the samples 
examined, and the ores of this field will probably be quite free from, 
these elements.
The presence of minute quantities of cadmium is noteworthy in 
view of tihe commercial demand for that metal, such a small quantity 
as 0‘1 per cent, (see sample 5) being at the present time equivalent 
in value to a little more than 1 dwt. of gold per ton.
The general presence of small quantities of carbonaceous matter 
or coal (those samples containing none were of oxidised ore) is very 
interesting, and serves to explain how the metallic sulphides came 
to be precipitated. The percentage is too low for it to be thought 
of as a possible fuel supply even with general mechanical concentra­
tion ; but some of the richest ore from the 200-ft. level, now paddocked 
at the surface, contains a comparatively large quantity of coal, and 
«toping will most likely locate the seam from which it has been 
derived; for that the carbon is of organic origin there can be little 
doubt. As to the thickness of the seam we know nothing, but the 
anaylsis quoted elsewhere shows the coal to be of high grade, 
specially suited for use in gas producers (in that it isi non-coking), and 
quite possibly suitable for direct smelting.
*T he Metallurgy of Zinc and Cadmium. By W .  R. Ingalls, p. 502 .
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OUTPUT.
I have not been able to obtain official records of output, but Dr. 
Jack mentioned (VIII.) in 1908 that “  the sales to date still total a 
little under 1,000 tons, averaging 75 per cent, lead and 28 oz. silver 
per ton.”
The Lily dale, Mended Hill, Silver King, and East Star mines 
have been the chief producers of shipping ore, but Bell’s and Coghlan’s 
have also contributed small quantities.
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HOLDINGS.
The Queensland Silver Lead Mines., Limited, has held its leases 
from the Crown under specially favourable circumstances in that it 
has been free from any requirements as to· the number of men to be 
employed, the usual labour conditions of the Queensland Mining Act 
of 1898 having been suspended under the Agreements above referred 
to.
P la n s .
I was unable to obtain from the company detailed maps of the 
leases and plans of the workings, but I should like to acknowledge 
that I found the plans accompanying the reports of Messrs. Pringle 
and Murray of much assistance in locating the various workings. 
To Mr. Power’s and Dr. Jack’s plans I have not had access.
As there was insufficient time to have my field plans redrawn, 
photographs of them were attached to the advance report ; and it has 
for various reasons been decided to include the same with a few 
alterations and additions in this Bulletin. The conditions under 
which the inspections were made did not allow of more than rough 
sketching, but distances along the lines were generally paced, and 
bearings were taken to corner posts when these could be fixed. 
Almost the whole of the surface mapping was carried out without 
anv assistance, but during the underground surveying one of the 
miners was detailed off to help me.
Some attempt has been made to depict the ore-bodies and forma­
tions, rich ore being shown in solid black and formation in stippling, 
darker or lighter as richer or poorer in lead or zinc. The values of 
the ore, as shown by the more important assays given on the plans, 
are to be understood as per ton. In explanation of the less common 
of the contractions and symbols employed it may be as well to men­
tion that : Pb =  lead, Ag =  silver, Au =  gold, Zn =  zinc ; H.W. stands 
for hanging-wall, and F.W. for footwall ; Μη-if. means manganiferous, 
and Pb-if. plumbiferous.
The group maps are based on compilations by Mr. A. Nixon (of 
the Mines Department) from surveys by Mr. James J. Cobom, L.S., 
and have been reduced from 20 chains to the inch
DESCRIPTIVE REGISTER.
The holdings naturally fall into a number of groups as named 
below. The figures in parenthesis following the headings are the old 
numbers of the leases. All the leases mentioned below, except the 
Magazine Hill, are held by the Queensland Silver Lead Mines, 
Limited.
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A n g l o -A m e r ic a n  G r o u p .
Anglo-American, M.L. 83 (17), 20 ac.
(Plans 1 and 2 and Group Map 1.)
Nothing of any consequence has yet been proved on this line. 
Yery little actual lead ore can be seen on the surface, and there is 
little prospect of much high-grade ore being found by sinking, but 
before the ground is abandoned it would be as well to have some 
further prospecting carried out.
A prominent siliceous crop has been followed along the crest of 
the ridge for over 12 chains, but it has not yet been shown to carry 
lead or zinc, though in one place a cut exposes a little gossan, which 
is probably the crop of a small shoot of ore. At the south-western 
end the quartzose crop is only 5 ft. wide, but towards the north-east 
there is a gradual increase, and on the hill in the eastern part of the 
lease there is a width of between 60 and 100 ft. of quartz-veined 
gossany country, beneath which low-grade siliceous ore almost 
certainly exists. This large formation might be tested by adits from 
the south-east or north-west or by a shaft and crosscuts. (See 
Plate 15.)
Another smaller gossany formation, not unpromising for low- 
grade ore at a depth, was noticed on the hill near the centre of the 
eastern boundary. This is traceable for 2% chains, and is 20 ft. across 
where widest.
A third outcrop is that in which is Featherstonhaugh’s cut. 
This is 20 ft. across near the cut, but it tapers out rapidly eastwards 
and gradually westwards, its total length being 5 chains. Most of 
the crop in the northern part is silieified country, but towards the 
south it is slightly ferruginous. There is one string of small bunches 
(12 inches across) of galena, but the amount of lead ore in sight is 
negligible. The cut has not yet really entered the formation, and it 
should be prolonged if work is recommenced here. The gossan has 
resulted from the oxidation ofi siderite, and the prospects of getting 
ore beneath this crop are consequently not very bright.
B a n n e r  G r o u p .
Banner South, M.L. 53 (9), 20 ac.
(Plan 3 and Group Map 1.)
This special lease (No. 53) takes in the outcrop of a very pro­
mising formation of large size, but only traces of lead ore show on the 
surface and no prospecting or developmental work has been done. 
The deposits might be easily tested by driving an adit from near the 
north-western boundary of the lease, and crosscutting at intervals as
Plate 15,
Photo., L.C.B.
A nglo-A merican from the N orth-E ast.
Showing the almost total Absence o f Timber on the Hills.
Plate 16.
Photo., L.C.B.
T he Banner South from the E ast.
The Central H ill i n  the Distance shows the C r o p .
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required. There is a strong probability that a great low-grade silver- 
lead and zinc formation similar to that on the Silver King will be 
found beneath water level.
The crop stretches from flat to flat along a low ridge a total 
distance of a quarter of a mile. (See Plate 16.) On the northern 
slope of the ridge the formation (alternating gossan and silicified 
country) has a width of 200 ft., but about 3 chains from the flat it 
tapers down to 6 ft. gradually increasing to 40 ft. about 5 chains 
beyond, after which it suddenly contracts to 10 ft., and at the 
extreme south it is only 5 ft. wide.
The formation is accompanied by irregular and disconnected 
crops of turgite 2 ft. to 10 ft. in width, and these presumably cap 
deposits of siderite and blende.
B e l l ’ s G r o u p .
Bell’s Lode, M.L. 51 (12), 20 ac.
' „  No. 1 East, M.L. 67 (44), 35 ac.
„  West, M.L. 81, 10 ac.
(Plan 4 and Group Map 2.)
The outcrop of Bell’s Lode proper is traceable without difficulty 
over a distance of nearly 13 chains (through special leases Nos. 51 
and 67), and is reported to have been followed for some distance 
further eastwards, but no crop is to be seen in special lease No. 81.
At the widest part the formation is 50 ft. across, but this quickly 
decreases both eastwards and westwards, the average being less than 
5 ft. I was not particularly impressed by the appearance of the 
outcrop, there being comparatively little gossan, and only traces of 
carbonates. Only one costean has been opened and that, owing to 
caving, gives little information as to the nature of the lode. Low- 
grade ore is likely to be found beneath the wide crop near the centre of 
the lease, but I am not sure that the indications warrant work being 
done here.
The branch, which joins the lode proper in the eastern part, has 
been potholed and trenched for a distance of 6 chains. The ore 
(lead carbonate and galena-bearing gossan) would seem#to occur in 
four shoots (10 ft. to 30 ft. long and generally less than a foot wide) 
along a fissure; and small parcels have been collected from the out­
crop, but there is no promise of any large quantity of probable ore to 
be won here. No calculation of ore available can be made in the 
present state of development.
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B r it a n n ia  G r o u p .
Britannia, M.L. 42, 40 ac.
(Plan 5 and Group Map 2.)
The Britannia crop can be followed for a distance of 14 chains, 
and in its widest part is 20 ft. across. It is not particularly ferru­
ginous, and there is no likelihood of rich ore being found here, but 
the formation on the hill in the central part of the lease is probably 
the outcrop of a shoot of low-grade ore, as traces of lead were 
observed here in the stainings of oxide in some of the gossan. Before 
abandonment, the deposit should be tested by the sinking of a shaft 
to water level, and there crosscutting.
C o g h l a n ’ s G r o u p .
Coghlan’s M.L. 54 (18), 10 ac.
„  Extended, 80, 10 ac.
(Plan 6 and Group Map 3.)
This lode is exceptional in that it occurs in flat country and that 
it was exposed in the bed of Lily Creek (on special lease No. 54). 
It has been followed by its shonds for nearly half a mile, and in the 
creek bed 6 in. to 10 in. of quartz and galena can still be seen, but 
the trenches have caved in, and, the shaft being inaccessible, the 
workings reveal nothing further. Under the circumstances no com­
putation can be made of the amount of ore available, but there are 
several tons of rich ore at grass.
Special lease No. 80 could not be examined in the time allowed 
for the group.
D o r o t h y  G r o u p .
Dorothy, M.L. 84 (25), 10 ac.
(Plans 7 and 8 and Group Map 1.)
The Dorothy crop (on special lease No. 84) is a very conspicuous 
one, but of little or no promise. It has a length of about 8 chains, 
and in the central part is 50 ft. across, there rising 20 ft. above the 
general surface of the ridge. Its standing out is due to its highly 
siliceous character, the quantity of included gossan being small. 
Some lead carbonate-bearing gossan is to be seen on the northern 
side of the crop, but a costean opened on it shows that it has no 
persistence in depth. I think it likely that the central part is the 
oxidised cap of a low-grade, highly siliceous, lead-zinc deposit, but the 
exposures do not, on the whole, warrant further work here at present.
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G r e a t e r  B r it a in  G r o u p .
Greater Britain, M.L. 86 (35), 20 ac.
„  No. 1 East, M.L. 78 (36), 10 ac.
(Plans 9, 10, 11, and 12, and Group M!ap 3.)
There is on special lease No. 86 a small outcrop of galena- 
bearing formation, in which is a shallow adit revealing little more 
than can be made out on the surface. The total length exposed is 
less than 50 ft., the widest part at the western end being 8 ft., and 
from this the shoot appears to taper out towards the east. The 
formation is overlain to the west by slates in a similar manner to that 
on the Silver King, and there is a possibility that prospecting (by 
driving and sinking) may locate large reserves to the west. The 
average tenor at the crop is : lead, 29A per cent. ; silver, 4 oz. per 
ton; and gold,'nil— the ore being therefore worth <£4 Is. 9d. per ton, 
but the amount in sight is only about 100 tons. (See sample O =  
230.)
No time was allotted for the examination of special lease No. 78, 
but it may be mentioned that the small siliceous crop seen in 
travelling over the western part of the holding is not of a character 
to offer much encouragement to a prospector.
H a n n ’ s G r o u p .
Hajun’s M.L. 52 (103), 20 ac.
„  Extended, M.L. .85, 10 ac.
(Plans 13 and 14 and Group Map 1.)
In the southern part of special lease No. 52 there are three 
noticeable outcrops, which are found, on close inspection, to be chiefly 
silicified country of no promise.
Near the centre of the lease are Hann’s original workings. These 
are in a formation, which is 35 ft. in width but does not extend for 
more than a chain in the direction of its strike. The shallow workings 
partly expose three small bodies of plumbiferous gossan lying with 
their length across the formation. From these a few tons of ore 
might be separated, but the amount in sight here is a very few tons. 
Nevertheless the possibility of the formation increasing in size at a 
depth as on the Silver King is not to be overlooked, and before 
abandoning the ground a shaft' should be sunk 100 ft. and the forma­
tion might then be further prospected by drives and crosscuts.
A third crop in the north-eastern corner of the lease has been 
costeaned on the boundary and shown to be gossany over a width 
of 4 ft. This is not unpromising for sulphides in depth, but it peters 
out rapidly southwards, and it would be unwise to rely on large 
quantities of probable ore here.
Special lease No. 85 could not be examined in the time allotted 
to this group.
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L il y d a l e  G r o u p .
Lilydale M.L. 6 (13), 20 ac.
No. 1 East, M.L. 57 (23), 10 ac.
„  No. 2 East, M.L. 68 (60), 40 ac.
No. 1 West, M.L. 58 (24), 10 ac.
No, 2 West, M.L. 76 (62), 40 ac.
(Plans 15, 16, 17, and Group Map 3.)
Tlie veins worked on special lease No. 6 have been traced, with 
interruptions, over a space of 8 chains, but they have been productive 
over a distance of little more than 2 chains. As exposed in the 
trenches, they are small (not more than a foot wide), and, being 
separated only by a horse of formation, they are probably to be 
considered as one and the same lode. Neglecting the northern 
branch and the formation as insufficiently exposed, we may expect 
the lode to yield, within 50 ft. of the surface and over a distance of 
150 ft., about 1,000 tons of high-grade ore, containing between 40 
per cent and 50 per cent, lead and 5 oz. silver per ton, worth about 
£6 per ton. Future developmental work may prove the shoot to 
continue to a much greater depth. (See Plate 17.)
The sample B-231 (see under Valuer) was taken across a width of 
8 ft. at the 60-ft. level in Barr’s shaft, where the formation is known 
to be poor.
Some trenching has been done on special leases Nos. 58 and 76 to 
the west, but no ore has been located, and the crop does not appear 
at all on special leases Nos. 57 and 68 to the east.
M a g a z in e  H il l  G r o u p .
Magazine Hill, M.L. 31, 40 ac.
(Plan 40 and Group Map 2.)
The gossian outcrops on the hill, which rises 150 ft. above the 
flats, are among the most impressive in this part of the field, but 
they are all wholly within the one lease. The gossan is associated 
with much indurated breccia, occurring apparently along two inter­
secting fissures. It is cellular and much stained with manganese 
dioxide, and it offers special inducements for prospecting, as it is 
undoubtedly the capping of pyritic ore. (See Plate 18.)
• Two· shafts, sunk in the unaltered sandstones alongside the 
western crop, failed to reach the ore, but for what reason is not 
known, as they are inaccessible. I should advise that shafts be sunk 
in the more gossany parts at least to water level, where the sulphides 
are to be expected.
The magnitude of the crop may perhaps handicap its efficient 
prospecting by unfinancial parties, and it may have to be left for 
eventual testing by the State.
GROUP M AP 2
B R IT A N N IA , BELLAS, 
MAGAZINE H ILL , 
MENDED HILL,
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SKETCH PLAN 18.
M EN D ED  H IL L
SCALE 2 C H A IN S  TO AN IN CH .
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(>/i */
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KfV£ 'i
th/'n bovfafoi/
o/crty y n  t r
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ouj Α/λλ λ^'
r&/th o f  3 o ' .:· · ·
Crasb/n^ y o*"C*
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n o r -m u c f/  c r / fa r -g ft.
■ / ^ '  - .
5 /f tn -/f  * ft-o u t C ou ntry
à- >»*#7 7ΐ-ί»1'ί>4· <ί»'>»Λιψ·/οο f '  £ η ,. c A / e f / y )
G s fir/ a r · p / rf'C O c o t fth y / r/ iy  y-ÿ.?> 2: /
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SKETCH PLAN 20.
S I L V E R  KING.
S C A LE  2 C H A IN S  TO AN IN C H .
Sample (ÏÏà 
W.side o f  rnullocK tip 
Value 1-8·^
Pb = nil.
A t = Λ ° 3 -
Au = nil. 
Zn = Sample (J29)
N.end of mullock tip 
Value jg, 2-13-«
S / a ty  ( jr / h t
/ - Τ ί Τ
E / f t N D E D
A
,Vf,af ft hc/r
f  é'ctoèp Country »Camy/g/nOS anyoTmfg 
* , s / 'ÿ k M y  ÿ t > o r t j  y  o ,n o g  
J.*,/ S'* s>‘frt of ore
t .X y / $A 'U'Ajf,"e**‘**t /Oft ftppog conOaCns m*r<- 4/t·„
contg/m joiy ÿcsor-tÿ i />/os>g<? > A   ^ : /  z ^ s S / /  ^  ÎNl^ | jN
ytriona £ X* / X i v v s .  ■- 7ÿc> jr 'po y *s rô ■esr^ osrry. / te /2 ' />/Jy A. 
 ^ ^  ij /  /■ / //yuSCsie^ ·^  φ V CA/y»-/y /ttrii boggof. COiK/x/ry P 5  — Π(ΙΤ
i  t + s .......ö » r  > -/ ·* *  ±  g y h * ' ’ · ν · ν · '  C ^ Ä ®
A i ‘yr^s'j> · #  f  Ä » v L „  E. side wf dump
_ _  or na 'prom ise ** ^ //  'T^ X y -  w*''r  rntnora/ in /Ao\ s-ocrf»?o<
(  '—  —  /  __ ^  '~y/ZTT Arsons sAtz/V
/ 7f^nrA On -----> T ~  ^  Pb  = 13
^  ^  ·■
/  ÿ<o/én*r 'a  jbf*
λ Α  ^ A r . *W‘ s/ tce s* ,
V L  T -  /V I /  f t v - / W  S é
Pb = 6% 
A g  = ^ o 3 .
Au = nil. 
2 n =
Tym'or. ft. ftWe r*>'>^>V S**mhry M a r'trs'i *r,r/ t>f />/6> _ ’^,<7>,-/ C'4r*n&s///n7p>e·'
Auâ Æ  Val-  ^ ' · 8 · 7  
2n
^  - L i -  S » m ^ e _ @ .
)>*■· '/»:*'- 1500 to n s
Ag=2o3 ÎYÎ L  1 (6 ) 
ζίΤΤ
i i .» ,  Λ
S / o ig rftf ^ »* * * a /
ä * w > j
A §0'!?^eLsl"'' * '^ x /vte'eA
T " * '" · i
ψ ? ·~  ] 'A ' tV: r%r.v<’.1 . ^  ------
A  ‘ ’j W · · · .  ···.:·.
iί ί .r^1^ /I a(* j * / rtΛ / cS dr<Kj%
C ra p  * J  e »n s p -<  iS s ip  Ar o n s y  £  r A . £ . o *  S *m ft o n .
* t r # s j ,·  m f  j j f v i o n o r  o / M f n - s i b t ^ a U
y ’ /r /A ir^ <»t/ Cfr,v.\' Ssi/cr/fr? ,yoJSn 'i ^ Oiir-^ g· <
*ft ItM/'hin Cfvct+S 0£i4**J ''
/ rA .*  £ .
\i£rpj/ultif m) cn /Vn-O/trln^ J f<0'firt.
i
L'm/ i A
■ti>*Alh* J/W  (J.
I P**M t ty .é jp h s  h / y
Pb= II %
'X  * " ' * ” * 300 ton s^ f  = ^ ° 3  Value £ 6 - 5 - 6 ,
Zn = 20%
·.'■ yi/rfjwc·*
On hfl· 'Ο cA /Vyv o^ ' Λ'<?Ι: 
îj'f^O £>>*“ -r i^ erf-v
- ^ A
\
Λ
’■”  ; / /  /  **«> /» A^ vv/ / /
/ Q /  / /
i A?4-jo/anaf. j {
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K y f  am f t a i'e  n  a  y a
'  Sample ^
Gn/, ev> *'***'\&*7 ' " Λ "
e » -*  ο s* *
W¥ ^
C & yt+ s 0 4 / Q  9 + n x  r A ip f e S  f?o m
I70 / Λ 'Shaft / ,
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^ ^*3 ^ ·
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E n d  o f  drive /%J8o' from main XoUh Cant
M /u n c/tofi o f  ma/η driva n /f^ X c u ti 
over a vvratih o f  
Court fry  /s crus λ  &c/ !/ Arecc/d f e d  
in /attifer case r e c e m  en  f e d  crs 
ti/ x j/ d  r o c  A  W f / t e o  c o / ita / n  / n y
fartr /o a y e  o f  />/&/-> d&
\
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5.E.Xcul
s 20' long 
Splashes or 
ore through 
rushed
S a m p le  (§>) H .W .D .
(P b = 3 %
%  )A o = lo 3  ValueS.2-15-8 
% V  IAu = nil 
\  T . Iz n  = IOi/4,
h 'r /i s/tictiçerrs tide o ' s u r fa c e  
f u r r o w e d  Ψ. p o t ir i fi treti 
rri/A  f i n r  s t ir / 'a a  y > / fc tir / r r jy  / S °  / f f - w a r d s
/foru m  a n  ti o f  f in / cou n tiry  yDrofituti/y /a  /y/z. 
/  fie c s y  A r t e s s  tie r s t i^
Sample ®
average thickness l 3*
r Pb = 8£%
1 A g  = IÉ03 Vo|ue 
Au = nil .5 ,5 .3 - 10 . 
\ Z n  — 3 /o
4 * formariori o f  cti»compose cti s/atie o /tfu /A  /s er/oVc fie a d
' : > v  contends er rim  % aye ofb/enatia^ C /c  Λ» b u n ch es
O yh fi ^ ro vrr,,s ff 
et/urry/ryous
y r t t i
A /rirrra /s fi/endes f  * s a m e  yfu/coaf) *a/ftfie. s/afe. over a w/dtb o f  S ’ '
d/tp/es avncit/rrtis/0 /ess fAan ho/f bu/A, //r<? Som eri'rneS s h a r p / /  <*. SOnrefirr* e s  titi/def/nad  
titra bunrAss o f  r se fi  A  fen  d e  srepa  r a /e e t i  Ey 2  's/utiir
t
Abouti p-'hr/dtifi o f  /r im  o r io n  /'d a oen yp osed  ccurr/ry> y^arfiy} Amende, rri . } o n e  bunefi p yrite
^ 0  i 'serrer/o/ati / ύ/entio ·*. yertiar» o j  
2  country /?c*tree <τη tvn // β ο na
Sample (
300 tons a t g ra s s  from the northern workings
y r / s  n?uc/> p o o r e r  * tifirfij tic A tin .
A bo u t  / 2 /h  co a rse  fi/onctie /hr/titir Serrati/ /ro/tis o f  yu /e rn o   ^
£ S er /zu e -a /ra  f r o m  f t i t i  A y  fer i- S /ort i r , ^
'Pb = 11%
) A g  = S03 V a l u e - £ . 6  ·  5  6
 ^Au = nil 
> Zn  = 20%
P b -£ o %
Aô = 8^ 03 Value -^9  I 5
Au = T r
x Z n .c e y o
Ÿ"Sermp/eti "V tio fie snort on wer/ti o-ti tir*t'a:
V e/rt o/~ a /rrto s ti- p u r r *  C e > a rsr/y  C fys/o  //m e  ti/m e tiS' v t'/b  y a /a r»  a  fia //s  / f i  pdocas, ^  S o rg te  /u n  s  r i  a  s  
over/yrfiy 6*4 ./p a t ie n s  ~ />/<*>*, tir  terneti 
fra firitiar Ara y  fi /S h  a /c /rrrrfieXrr S/ortiy  r a / f .
S*r>· C~ns h counfry \
r iy s  s / etf< s
/ν}Λ,ΐ M
SHAFT
//re ra y u  con fertis  o f  
/?acr/o a f  /yrctieeti O re f r o m  
titfer/n /i/.//, arosscu ti $ A/a/fi S/y c/r'/e
PLAN 23.
WORKINGS ON 200 Ft. LEVEL,
C ARSO N ’S S H A F T
Fr
( f f i ~  3 9  tio 2 & /
i f -
SILVER KING (CANT, 1 N.)
I Z " »  ' d  / ‘
S C A L E  10 FT. TO  AN IN C H
é v
p / W / /
/  / / 4
f  f  tl .V
N '  K A 
X V
fi /.
1500 t-ons ok g ra s s
from Main Crosscut- & 5 W  D r iv e
Ä also 150'level
Pb = l3 % )
, ’:y\fiborcrcti/c crysfetis
^  *''*” * *  *  S "*"*Æ Zn ~ \ Z % )
'Ύ i/m  S o /fen etti ό/CftsA cou n tr -yiZtn from yUctrfÿ vetnec/ Jone
A g = 2 o 3 r
Au = nil C V a lu e -^ 4 - · 9 - 4 .
Sri/cti r * p r e s e n t 's  f r / f t i  scyti/ch/cties
f f y e n /r e f  eancricrs- c / < ?  f a  r  er? esrti/ah -ti/ ren tier/rr /r r  ey~ JZtiti/D/t'titietiS^ 
a  Ear? ctiar> ti'/jti A ti/a n e  /Anficti. 
fm a /t i  e r a  s e ra  S ' rtim a tin ?  ti>e~e cc /crtira  n  ,
PLAN 24.
ELEVATION
C A N T ’S OLD.
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A /W
Jrr*gu/a.r ftoor(proba.biy not down to f.W .) then /Zin. cyossctny 
S i/tc/fiad cou n try, Man Z'rmd oarrMy g o ssa n  rich  m CGtrbonczfG, 
then n od u /a * of- grex/e n  a  o v e r  at w idth  o f 3 in %/ M en 9  in. very 
si/ic& o u s but C drryin y  carbonate Sy J  a/errat ÿ  2'broAen country . 
/ronstam ad bu / ba rren . This body m a y p e r h a p s p i/c h  ÿ
in crea se //-w a rd s , fh» shaft- being on its prow t a s in d ica ted  by /  
Striae; on si/ice to u  S fa eces tn the ore, pitching 2)0° f  Wards
DJÏ ßa rren . /?/?. Lode to it. Λ '!
A f 20*depth there is Certain/y /oc/e m atter overh ea d  at the 5. en d  o f the sh a ft
which is in h  ‘ o f  h an ded  m ore or /ess cru sh ed  f  broAen Country on a g o o d  f .W  
The ore  d tps £ 5 ° to  hi/o°ZZpunusua/J p a r t /y  con sists o f  /n  d u r a te d  cou ntry 
with in te r s // h a / 6/a.ck sh rny sZZ/cctte. This ore sbou /d  b e Zb i/o w ed or 
/n te r se c te d  by or AW. cro ssc u t oeZow, fo r  i f  Zoo As very p rom isin g .
6emg  very vug g  y  S ea u  f i  f u / sp ecim en s o f  drusy carbon a te are obrui nab/e . 
(/n for/u n  <x/e,y it  can  he se e n  Zn Cn/y on e p /a c e , crs i f  has been  
n e c e s s a r y  to cZose h m b er  the s h a ft  j u s t  h e r e
m y
' W d i  Zbe formation h as Λ handed structure, the sep a ra te  
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fir'd Vo eras*C-ur to V/je 30,
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Plate 17.
Photo., L.C.B.
L ilydale W orking from the N orth 
The small but rich lead ore-body males little crop. Bare spinifex ridge.
Plate 18.
M agazine H ill from the N orth-W est.
The dark outcrops are principally G-ossan.
Photo., L.C.B.
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M en d ed  H il l  G r o u p .
Mended Hill, P.P.A. 75, 80 ac.
j, No. 1 East, M.L. 69 (49), 40 ac.
„  No. 1 West, M.L. 74 (78), 40 ac.
(Plans 18 and 19 and Group Map 2.)
The most noticeable crop on P.P.A. 75— that on which the engine 
house is built— runs for only 5 chains, and its greatest width is 15 ft. 
It is chiefly indurated and silicified country, somewhat gossany in 
parts, and at the old magazine, where there is a cut, there are thin 
lenses of galena. On the whole its appearance is not indicative o f 
rich ore at a depth, but the exposure on the 5$-ft. level, which is much 
better than could have been expected (see sample T-223), is encourag­
ing for a still greater increase in zinc at water level; wherefore in 
case of the main shaft being deepened the formation should be 
tapped by another crosscut 50 ft. or 100 ft. below the present one.
About 1J chains to the north-west of the main crop a rich shoot 
has been opencut and driven on over a distance of A \  chains— its 
average width in the drive being 1 ft. The grade of the ore exposed 
is high, but the amount of ore to be expected is not great, say, 2,500 
tons above the 100-ft. level (taking the length of the shoot asi 200 ft). 
The average content— lead, 44 per cent., and silver 12 oz. per ton—  
gives a. value of £ 6  14s. per ton. Analyses of samples (16-224, 
W-235, 160-237) are given under Values.
A little , work has been done on the crop of a third vein midway 
between the above two, and the vein is exposed on the 50-ft. level, 
where it is only 3 to 8 in. wide, but is sufficiently promising in appear­
ance to warrant some further developmental work.
Special leases Nos. 74 and 69 at either end of the P.P.A. do not 
to my knowledge include outcrops.
S il v e r  K in g  G r o u p .
Silver King, M.L. 2 (7), 80 ac.
„  (or Cant’s) No. 1 North, M.L. 1 (6), 20 ac.
„  „  No. 2 North, M.L. 50 (15), 10 ac.
„  „  No. 1 Extended West, M.L. 62 (41), 10 ac.
„  North, M.L. 82, 10 ac.
„  No. 1 South, M.L. 71 (53), 40 ac.
„  No. 2 South, M.L. 70 (54), 40 ac.
(Plans 20 to 30, inclusive, and Group Map 2.)
No workings were observed on special leases Nos. 70, 71, 62, 82,. 
and 50 ; but more work has been done on special leases Nos. 1 and 2  
than on all the other properties of the company, and the important 
results that have accrued therefrom in the partial exposure of a 
great low-grade formation will in the future give encouragement to­
others to test their barren outcrops.
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Owing to peculiarities in the occurrence of the ore, it will be 
utterly impossible to determine what ore of any given tenor is avail­
able here until the formation has been completely blocked out by 
winzes, drives, and crosscuts at 100 ft. intervals. As they now stand, 
the various shafts, with two exceptions, are not connected, and the 
relation of the ore-bodies met in any one to those in the other shafts 
is doubtful. Consequently any estimate of the quantity of ore in the 
lease must depend on more or less probable assumptions. Allowing 
that such an estimate is of value in drawing attention to the possi­
bilities of a property, care should be exercised in its use as a basis 
for commercial calculations.
There are several striking siliceous outcrops on the Silver King and 
adjoining leases, but the indications of metallic contents have not 
been strong enough to- encourage prospecting on them. (See Plate 19.)
The large plumbiferous formation crops in special lease No. 2, 
but most of the underground work is in special lease No. 1. The 
surface dimensions of the formation are 34 ft. by 200 ft. ; and in this 
area there arevincluded several small shoots of galena, one of them 
being 16 ft. long with a maximum width of 7 ft., another 9 ft. wide 
and 35 ft. long, the others being very much smaller. (See Plate 20.)
The developmental work undertaken by the company and its 
optionists has shown a great increase in the size and richness of the 
formation at a moderate depth, the width on the 200-ft. level at 
Carson’s being 60 ft., and the underground extension beyond the 
northern end of the crop being 450 ft. On the 50-ft. level crosscuts 
from Hann’s, Cant’s, and Watson’s have intersected the formation, 
which has in each place all the characteristics of leached oxidised 
lode material. The No. 1 Underlie and Cant’s shafts have been sunk 
diagonally, 98 and 170 ft. respectively, across the formation, proving 
medium to rich sulphide ore alternating with poor country. A cros&- 
cut from the bottom of the latter is in rich ore (see samples! 1-218, and 
2-219) and crosscuts from the bottom of the former will almost certainly 
locate similar shoots, or at worst low grade formation. Sulphide­
bearing formation has been met on the 130-ft. level in Carson’s cross­
cut, the extension o f which may be expected to prove a still greater 
width, as the eastern ore-body is probably to the east of the shaft on 
this level.
The exposures on the 200-ft. level fully bear out the promise of 
the upper levels. (See samples 76-206, 10-208, 9-209, 4-210, 7-211, 
9H.W.-217, 8-220, 5-221, 6-222.) There is here a large low-grade 
formation with three richer zones believed to correspond with the 
eastern, central, and western ore-bodies, and these it is hoped to 
profitably exploit. In my opinion the full width of the formation has 
not been proved on the 200-ft. level, and ί think it mo-st likely that 
a crosscut running to the south-east from the shaft would locate other 
bodies, and perhaps the footwall. Of the northernmost workings on 
this level I can say nothing, as they had not been made accessible.
Plate 19.
Photo., L.C.B.
T he Siliceous E astern Chop, Silver K ing.
Viewed from tlie North-east.
Plate 20.
Photo., L.C.B.
Outcrop of Plumbiferous Formation, S ilver K ing . 
Viewed from the North.
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Although rich shoots of galena reach the surface, the formation, 
as a whole, has been oxidised and leached to a depth of about 100 ft. ; 
wherefore in estimating reserves of milling ore it will be necessary 
to take the 100-ft. level as the upper limit. The volume of the forma­
tion between the 100 and 200-ft. levels is, if it extends uninterruptedly 
from Hann’s to Carson’s, at least three million cubic feet, but of this 
much is barren and much so low in grade that*it is doubtful if it could 
be profitably concentrated by any means. Probably not more than 
one-third of the total or 111,000 tons (assuming the specific gravity 
to be 4) may be regarded as milling ore, likely to average, taking 
the mean of Carson’s crosscuts on the 200-ft. level— lead, 9^ per 
cent.,* silver, 2^ oz. per ton; and zinc, 11 per cent.— £3 17s, 2d. per 
ton. Remembering that this is “ probable” ore, the concentrates 
(80 per cent, extraction) from the mill may be expected to amount to 
at least 22,400 tons, of a total value of £334,880.
The eastern ore-body, which has yielded most of the ore yet sent 
away, was discovered by costeaning, is 4 chains long, and near the 
surface averages 2 ft, 6 in. in width; wherefore it may, considering 
Cant’s developments, be expected to yield, within 100 ft. of the 
surface, 10,000 tons of ore carrying 52 per cent, lead and 27 oz. of 
silver to the ton, worth therefore £9 4s. Until blocked out this ore 
should be looked upon as “  probable.”
The western ore-body has been most productive towards the 
surface at the southern end, where it makes a small crop. On Hann’s 
50-ft. level it has in one place a width of 3 ft., but it tapers out 
rapidly both towards the north and south. We may reasonably expect 
600 tons of ore (worth £4  per ton) above Hann’s 50-ft·. level from 
this body alone, and possibly great improvements may occur in depth.
The central zone is best developed on the 130-f;t. and 200-ft. 
levels at Carson’s, where it is associated with much brecciation, and 
near which sulphides are disseminated through great blocks of 
country. Omitting this low-grade stone for the present, we may 
reasonably expect between the 130-ft. and 200-ft. levels 5,000 tons 
of ore of an average tenor—-lead = 1 5  per cent,, silver = 3 oz. per 
ton, and zinc = 20 per cent,, the total value being £6 Is. 6d. per ton. 
This has, however, already been included in the tonnage of formation 
mentioned above.
For the metallic contents of the ore see Plans and under Values, 
where there are, besides those mentioned above, samples from 
Carson’s (67-207), and* Hann’s (15 233, 34-234). The comparatively 
high zinc content of the mullock tip (see samples 129-226, 151-227, 
and 113-228) is rather surprising, and serves1 to show how carelessly 
towards the last the optionists’ operations were carried out.
Mr. Power looks upon the Silver King ore-body as a comparatively 
narrow shoot pitching flatly from the top of Cant’s old shaft to the 
bottom of Watson’s (IX.), It will be seen that I do not agree 
wi+h Mr. Power in this particular.
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S ir d a r  G r o u p .
Sirdar, M.L. 47 (80), 10 ac.
„  Extended, M.L. 48 (81), 10 ac.
(Group Map 1.)
These leases were not visited by m a
From Mir. Power’s report it is learnt that “  This property lies 
about 6 miles in a direction of 225 deg. from Lawn Hill Homestead. 
The lode consists of a siliceous outcrop striking 80 deg., which runs 
through the middle of M.L. SO. There is a small cutting about half­
way down this block, which shows a little siliceous green carbonate 
of copper and tile ores. The width is indefinite, but anyhow it is 
too small to be of any commercial value.” (IX.)
S t a r  G r o u p .
East Star, M.L. 39 (11), 20 ac,
„  „  No. 1 East, M.L. 63 (42), 15 ac.
„  „  No. 1 West, M. L. 64 (43), 20 ac.
West Star, M.L. 77 (21), 10 ac.
„  ,, Extended, M.L. 79, 10 ac.
(Plan 31 and Group Map 3.)
This lode was traced by me through special lease No. 39 into 
special lease No. 63, but it does not appear in special lease No. 64. 
In a distance of 25 chains there is one complete blank of several chains 
between the main and south shafts of the East Star. From the 
surface indications I do not anticipate that any large quantity of 
high-grade ore will be discovered here, but the crop is indicative of 
a body of low-grade siliceous ore, 7 chains in length and 5 ft. in width. 
The numerous costeans and pits along this crop have located four 
shoots of lead-bearing ore J to ‘2^ chains in length, three of which 
average less than 18 in. in thickness, the fourth being 15 ft. across 
at the widest part, where it includes much country. The greatest 
depth accessible to me was only 10 ft., and, most of the holes having 
caved in, the exposures are quite insufficient to allow of the probable 
ore being calculated, nor can there be any certainty as to the grade 
of the ore. For assays (samples 106/145-229 and 144/852-236), see 
under Values.
After a cursory inspection I do not consider the crop on special 
leases Nos. 77 and 79 of any value. It was followed for 10 chains 
and found to average 5 ft. in width, but it is highly siliceous and 
contains little gossan. No work has been done here.
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25 Ft . LEVEL,
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SCALE 10 Ft. TO AN INCH.
Plate 21.
Photo., L.C.B.
Tunnel H ill, from the N orth.
A  most Promising Gossany Outcrop.
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T u nnel H il l  G r o u p .
Tunnel Hill, M.L. 55 (19), 10 ac.
„  „  Extended, M.L. 61 (32), 30 ao.
„ „  No. 1 West, M.L. 66 (47), 30 ac.
„  „  No. 2 „  M.L. 65 (48), 27 ac.
(Plan 32 and Group Map 2.)
Tunnel Hill proper is on special lease No. 55, and the Tunnel 
Hill crop continues into special lease No. 61. Special leases Nos. 65 
and 66, which are on an outcrop running nearly at right angles to the 
main crop, were not visited by us.
The only shaft on this line has caved in, and no work has been 
done on the outcrop, which in its size is highly impressive, and in its 
gossany nature is strongly indicative of sulphides at a depth, even 
though traces of lead and zinc minerals are difficult to detect in the 
surface stone. The crop is somewhat discontinuous, but it is probable 
that below water-level there will be found an unbroken formation of 
great size, low in grade over the whole width (which may amount to 
100 ft. in places) btit containing bunches of rich sulphides.
The chief gossany crop (west of Barr’s shaft) is only 3 chains in 
length, but it is from 20 to 40 ft. wide, and a shoot of this size might 
yield a large tonnage of ore, perhaps 30,000 or 40,000 tons for every 
100 ft. in depth. (See Plate 21.)
The southern crop is much greater in size, but it is far less 
ferruginous and more siliceous, and not as promising for high-grade 
ore below the surface.
W a an yee  Gr o u p .
Waanyec, M.L. 44, 20 ac.
„  No. 1, M.L. 45, 10 ac.
No. 2, M.L. 46, 10 ac.
(Plans 33, 34, and 35.)
The outcrops of the Waanyee copper deposits (on special lease 
No. 44 T) are small and, as the underground workings are inaccessible, 
their nature could not be made out. The amount of ore here is un­
certain but the exposure in the main shaft and drives are decidedly 
encouraging. Half a chain south of the shaft the outcrop (chiefly 
oxidising siderite) is 12 ft, wide, but it tapers out within 2 chains to 
the north and 1 chain to the south. The shaft itself passed through 
a width of 7 ft. of lode material (including oxidising siderite and 
quartz, limonite, crushed country, chaleocite, and malachite) which 
has been driven on, at the 25-ft. level, a distance of 30 ft. From my
hurried inspection I think it likely that the average width of high- 
grade copper ore in the drive is 18 in., and this contains — see sample 
(Veils-205) under Values—
Copper, 41% ; silver, 2 dwt. per ton ; gold, nil.
About 100 tons of ore, worth £23 per ton, could consequently be 
obtained from above the drive.
The main shaft should be put in a state of repair, and continued 
to the 100-ft. level, and then drives should be opened north and south 
along the lode.
During 1900 the company shipped, presumably from the 
IVaanyee—
8|-g- tons, containing an average of 21 per cent, copper.
W atson’s Group.
Watson’s P.P.A. 43, 40 ac.
„  No. 1 East, M.L. 59 (29), 20 ac.
„  No. 1 Extended, M.L. 73 (56), 20 ac.
„  No. 2 East, M.L. 72 (55), 40 ac.
„  No. 1 West, M.L. 56 (22), 20 ac.
„  No. 2 West, M.L. 60 (30), 20 ac.
(Plans 36, 37, 38, and 39, and Group Map 3.)
Watson’s outcrop (on P.P.A. 43) is one of the largest and poorest 
looking on the field, but in the one place where a shaft has been 
sunk the formation has been proved to be highly zinciferous below 
water-level, and there is every reason to believe that an immense 
quantity of zinc ore could be obtained here, but without further 
blocking out it would be foolish to attempt to indicate the probable 
tonnage. (See Plate 22.)
I followed the crop westwards for a distance of nearly half a 
mile, through the P.P.A. into special lease No. 56, and again in special 
lease No. 60 I observed a large silicified outcrop, but there was noi 
time to inspect special leases Nos. 59, 73, and 72 to the eastward. 
(See Plate 23.)
In the northern part of the P.P.A. the formation is made up of 
a number of ferruginous and siliceous bars separated by country, but 
towards the south there is a single crop. The shaft is in the most 
promising as well as the widest siliceous part of the crop, which is 
there 2 chains across. At the 100-ft. level a width of 100 ft. has been 
proved by crosscutting, and it has been shown that the zinc ore occurs 
in several bands separated by barren country, the total width carrying 
zinc being 50 ft. Of this 33 ft. (including the five most highly zinci­
ferous bands) averages 20\ %  zinc, and may be looked upon as milling 
ore, the mean value being £ 4  10s. 4d. per ton. See under Values for 
samples (E-212, D-213, B-214, A-215, C-216), and assays.


Plate 22.
Photo., L.C.B.
L ooking along W atson’s Lode, from the South-W est. 
The Siliceous Cap of a Large Zinciferous Formation.
Plate 23.
Photo., L.C.B.
W atson’s from the South-East.
Black soil flat with Mitchell- and Flindcrs-grasees in the foreground.
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LITERATURE.
THE BURKETOWN MINERAL FIELD.
Although the lodes of this field first drew the attention of 
prospectors only 23 years ago, and although little or no exploitation 
has been undertaken, we already have a fairly voluminous literature 
on its economic side; but as the development work done has been 
totally insufficient for actual demonstration of the real value of the 
ore-bodies, the various observers have not by any means been able 
to see eye for eye.
The first geologist to examine the field was Mr. Reginald A. F. 
Murray, who visited the mines in 1898, but I have not been able 
to obtain a copy of his report (I.).
The earliest official report is that of Mr. A. S. Wells, the Warden 
at Burketown, who gives some account (II.) of the early history of 
the field, and of the state of mining at the end of the last century. 
(See History.)
A year after Mr. Wells’ visit Mi*. Cameron, of this survey, 
examined the mines and reported (HI.) on the Silver King, Mended 
Hill, Lilydale, East Star, Watson’s, Bell’s, and Coghlan’s, describing 
the first four as well worthy of vigorous development. In his progress 
report for 1900 (IV.) he incorporated the results of his observations 
on the geology of North-western Queensland, and published there­
with a geological map of that past of the State.
Several holdings not visited by me are described in Mir. Murray’s 
second report (V.). These include the Britannia Copper, Anglo-Saxon, 
Glencoe, Federal, Anglo-Australian, Bobs, Lily, Leek and Thistle.
An extensive report (VI.) by Mr. Pringle appeared early in 1905. 
This I had by me in the field, and found of great assistance.
Mr. Dunn, who accompanied Mr. Pringle, describes the Silver 
King, East Star, Bell’s, Lilydale, Mended Hill, Coghlan’s, Watson’s, 
and Waanyee in a separate communication to the Directors. (VI.)
(I.) Title unknown.
(II .) Report o f the Department of Mines, Queensland, for the year 1899. Bris­
bane, B y Authority. '  1900. p. 32.
(III .)  Report on the properties of the Lawn H ill Silver-Lead Company, Mended 
Hill, North Queensland. B y W alter E. Cameron, B .A ., Assistant Government 
Geologist, Brisbane. B y Authority. 1900. (G.S.Q. Publication No. 138.)
(IV .) Annual Report of the Under Secretary for Mines for the year 1900 
Brisbane. By Authority. 1901. p. 186.
(V .) Reports on the Queensland Silver Lead Mines Limited properties and 
railway proposition. By Reginald A. F. Murray, F .G .S ., late Government Geologist 
for Victoria, &c. ; and some well known residents of Burketown and the Gulf 
Districts. Sydney. 1903.
(V I .)  Reports on the Mining and Railway Concession of the Queensland Silver 
Lead Mines, Limited. B y R . w . Pringle, A .B .S .M ., M .A .I .M .E ., &c. ; G. V . S. 
Dunn, Mineralogist and Mining Engineer ; and A . Johnson, M .I.C .E ., &c.
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In May, 1906, Mr. Pringle sent the directors an amended report 
(VII.), showing the enhanced values of the ore reserves owing to the 
then inflated state of the metal market.
Dr. Jack’s report (VIII.) is largely a summary of previous works, 
probably not available to· the general public; but in it the lodes of 
the Silver Queen group are described in some detail, in addition to 
several of those mentioned above. The plans, probably the most 
valuable part of the report, are missing from the type-written copy 
in my possession.
Mr. Fred. Danvers Power’s report (IX·) is distinguished from the 
previous generally highly optimistic accounts by its very cautious 
tone, but Mr. Power agrees with all other experts that the lodes are 
on true fissures.. Unfortunately the typer written copy obtained for 
me by the Mines Department is without the sketch, and assay plans, 
on which the proper understanding of the report depends.
Mr. Phillips dismisses the subject of the Lawn Hill Mines in a 
few lines (X.), their value being an unknown quantity, but he states 
in passing that the cost of construction of the Burketown-Lilydale 
tramline should not exceed <£2,500 per mile. The question of water 
supply is dealt with very fully, beginning with statistics of rainfall 
(18| in. per annum is; the average at Lawn Hill'homestead), and 
concluding with water available for irrigation (the flow of Lawn Hill 
Creek below the homestead being computed at 16,000,000 gallons 
per 24 hours). In the section dealing with the Gulf ports it is shown 
that the rise of the single daily tide varies between 3 ft. and 13J ft., 
and that the Albert River bar carries only about 4 ft. at low water; 
that to dredge a channel, with a bottom width of 200 ft. and a depth 
of 16 ft. below low water at spring tides, would require (at 7Jd. per 
barge ton), an expenditure of £50,000 ; and that an additional outlay 
of £5,000 to £6,000 per annum would be necessary for maintenance.
ANALOGOUS OCCURRENCES IN OTHER, COUNTRIES.
It is always interesting and instructive to compare conditions 
■ on new fields with those in other parts of the world, and a few notes 
on such may not be out of place here. Many of the chief lead- 
producing districts of the world being in limestone country, no further 
reference need be made to them ; but the following notes show that
(V II .) Amended Report of R. W . Pringle, A .R .S .M ., M .A .I.M .E ., A .M .I.M .M ., 
etc.
(V III .)  Report on ihe Lawn Hill Silver Lead Minee, Queensland. By R. Logan 
Jack, L .L .D ., Lon., late Govt. Geologist of Queensland. Sydney.
March, 1908.
(IX .) Report dated November 1908, and addressed to the directors of the Lawn 
Hill Syndicate, London.
(X .) Report upon the advisability of constructing Railways and Po ts connected 
therewith in the Gulf of Carpentaria. By George Phillips, O.E. Brisbane. By 
Authority. 1909,
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a few of the more important occurrences in rocks other than limestone 
have many points of similarity to those on the Burketown Mineral 
Field.
B roken  H il l , N.S.W.
The lodes of the Burketown Mineral Field, beyond that the 
metals to be saved are silver, lead, and zinc, have little resemblance 
to that of Broken Hill, with which they have often been compared. 
They differ in the form of the ore-bodies, in the nature of the adjacent 
country, and to some extent in the gangue minerals themselves.
The most comprehensive memoir on Broken Hill yet published 
is that* ‘ by Mr. Jaquet, and from it the following particulars are 
culled:— The cap of the lode, which was 20 to 100 ft. wide, was of 
compact manganiferous ironstone associated with quartz and 
aluminous material. Chlorides of silver were not met until a depth 
of Γ00 ft. had been reached in the original prospecting shaft, but 
they were found at the surface in other parts of the outcrop. 
Generally beneath the cap was dry low-grade ore, then carbonate of 
lead and dry high-grade ore, and at between 200 and 300 ft., accord­
ing to the contour of the surface, the sulphides appeared. This ore 
is “ an intimate mixture of galena and blende with a gangue of quartz, 
gametsi, and occasionally felspar, with accessory iron and copper 
pyrites, mispickel, wulfenite, and fluorspar, the whole mass having 
a granular structure. It contains from 5 to 36 oz. of silver per ton, 
from 7 to 50 per cent, of lead, and from 14 to 30 per cent, of zinc.”
The Broken Hill lode coincides with the strike of the country, is 
unaccompanied with flucan or slickensides, and has b:en referred to 
as a saddle lode, but lately some doubt has been expressed on this 
point.
It is interesting to note that, as a result of the improvements 
made during the last few years in the retreatment of the tailings 
from the Broken Hill mills, the value of the zinc now produced exceeds 
that of the lead, for, according to an official statement by Major 
Crane, the Acting Warden, the present weekly output of zinc is valued 
at £55,000, whereas the value of the lead is only £43,000.t
Z eeh an , T asm an ia .
In their paragenesis the ores of the Burketown and Zeehan 
Mineral Fieidsi are analogous in all but a few particulars: the stannite 
formation of the latter is absent in the former, and antimony, widely 
distributed in the Zeehan ores, is absent from those of the Burketown
* Memoir No. 5 Geology of the Broken Hill lorle and Barrier Range Mineral 
Fipld, N .S .W . By J. B. Jaquet, A .R.S.M ., F.G.S., Geological Surveyor. Sydney. 
By Authority. 1894.
t  See Australian Mining Standard. November 2. 1910. p. 459.
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Field. The form of the lode channels is the same on the two fields, 
and some reference to the literature on Zeehan will therefore not be 
out of place here.
Messrs. Waller and Twelvetrees have written comprehensive 
acjcounts* of the Zeehan District from a geological and mining 
point of view, showing that a series of lodes traverse folded 
Silurian slates, sandstones, and conglomerates, with interbedded 
melaphyre lava and tuff. The lodes are true fissure veins, and their 
mineral contents we re deposited both in open cavities and as replace­
ments. There is usually only one well-defined wall with “  lode forma­
tion ” of sheared and crushed rock, containing perhaps several seams 
of rubble all more or less mineralised. Mr. Waller, after noting the 
general presence of small quantities of chalcopyrite and antimonial 
ores with quartz in small quantities, distinguishes three often over­
lapping types :—
(i.) Pyritio formation— gangue of iron pyrites associated with 
moderately argentiferous galena and often large quan­
tities of zinc blende ; carbonate of iron absent or present 
only in small quantities.
(ii.) Sideritic formation— gangue of siderite associated with 
richly argentiferous galena and little or no blende; iron 
pyrite present in small quantity.
(iii.) Stannite formation— gangue of iron pyrites associated 
with argentiferous stannite, chalcopyrite, wolframite, 
bismuthite, and small quantities of galena and siderite. 
Relatively rare.
The ores are believed to be of deep-seated origin, and to have been 
given off from a granite magma in the form of highly-heated vapours. 
The iron was in part deposited at the greatest depth as oxide, at 
medium depth as sulphide, and at less depth as carbonate, while the 
lead and zinc, having greater affinity for sulphur than the iron, 
continued to be deposited as sulphides. The carbon dioxide is thought 
to have been derived from limestones in the contact zone, where most 
of the silica of the solutions was deposited. Many of the lodes, Mr. 
Waller says, have undergone a large amount of alteration at the 
surface with the production of gossan cap (limonite and manganese 
dioxide, with secondary silver and lead minerals). “ In a great 
number of cases, especially lodes of the pyritio and pyrito-sideritic 
formation, the whole of the mineral matter has been leached out of 
the upper portions of the lodes, and the lode channel is practically 
barren for some distance from the surface . . . most frequently
in hilly country . . . producing enrichments in the upper portion
* Report on the Mineral Districta of Zeehan and Neighbourhood. By W. If. 
Twelvetrees, Government Geologist. Launceston. By Authority. 1900.
Report on the Zeehan Silver-Lead Mining Field. By G. A . Waller, Geologica 
Surveyor. Launceston. By Authority. 1904.
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of the sulphide zone.” Mr. Waller shows that the precipitation of the 
secondary galena is wholly due to pyrite, and that if pyrite is not 
present in quantity the lead is redeposited as sulphate. [We must 
therefore assume that the lead ores on the 200-ft. level at the Silver 
King are primary, asi pyrite is very rare in this formation.] The 
distribution of the shoots is irregular. Most of the shoots are thin, 
and have little stoping width, while their length in depth is incon­
siderable. [The lodesi of the Burketown Mineral Field are in general 
much wider, as are the shoots of ore, which promise to be of far 
greater producing capacity than those of Zeehan.]
Owing to the termination or contraction of the shoots in two of 
the deepest minesi, the directors became despondent, and, some of the 
mines having closed down, a special examination was' lately under­
taken by the Geological Survey of Tasmania. From the advanced 
report* it is learned that Messrs. Twelvetrees and Ward are in agree­
ment with iMr. Waller in regarding the granite as the source of the 
ores, but they affirm that the primary ore lies exposed at the very 
surface (the weathered crust having been removed immediately after 
its formation), and that there is consequently no zone of secondary 
enrichment. Actual deposition they ascribe entirely to the physical 
conditions of temperature and pressure, and to differences in solubility 
of the various metallic compounds. Further the nature of the country 
rock has in no way influenced the deposition.
The treatment of the Zeehan ores has been described! in detail 
by Mr. Donald Clarke. He shows that at the Zeehan-Montana, one 
of the chief mines, the hand-picked galena as bagged assays : lead, 
7*2 per cent.; silver, 12*1 oz. per ton; and zinc, 5 per cent. The 
material treated isi on the whole favourable for concentration, as the 
gangue is moderately soft, and the galena is not intimately asso­
ciated with the blende, and therefore the ore does not need very fine 
crushing. At the mill the ore is sized by a grizzley and a series of 
trommels, and the minerals are separated in modified Hartz jigs. The 
products are reground where necessary and retreated; and the fines 
pass on to hydraulic classifiers to be later rejigged. The slimes from 
the jigs and classifiers are elevated to spitzkasten, from which they 
pass to Wilfley and Bartsch tables.
Coeu r  D 'A le n e , I d ah o .
The Coeur d’Alene deposits resemble in many ways thoee of the 
Burketown Mineral Field, and many who have not seen Messrs. 
Ransome and Calkin’s memoir | may be interested in a comparison of
* Geological Examination of the Zeehan Field. Preliminary Statement by 
W . H. Twelvetrees, Government Geologist; and L. Keith Ward, B.A., B.E., Assist­
ant Government Geologist. Launceston. By Authority. 1909.
t  Australian Mining and Metallurgy. By Donald Clarke, B.O.E. 1904.
X  The Geology and Ore Deposits of the Coeur d’Alene district, Idaho. By 
F. L . Ransome and F, C. Calkins. Professional Paper No. 62. U. S. Geological 
Survey· 1908.
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the two· districts. In the first place, the American locality Has every­
thing in its favour from the point of view of cheap working— an ideal 
climate ensuring efficient labour, abundant water for power and 
treatment, plentiful treatment for fuel and mining, and facilities for 
operating the mines by adit (70 per cent, of the ore extracted being 
from back stopes). The only point in favour of the Queensland field 
is the greater potential value of its ores, owing to their contained 
zinc.
With regard to the mineralogical composition of the Coeur 
d’Alene oresi, iron sulphides/ are prevalent, and there is usually some 
quartz, but siderite is most characteristic, having replaced quartzite, 
and later been itself partly replaced by galena. Ransome has 
shown that the sphalerite was deposited chiefly in the zone of 
contact metamorphism below the galena and siderite; and it may 
therefore be argued that the amount of blende may increase in depth 
on the Burketown Mineral Field. In some of the mines the zinc 
sulphide formerly regarded as detrimental is expected to turn loss 
into profit. A very small proportion of the ore (running 55 per cent, 
lead) isi shipped direct, the bulk of it having to be concentrated for 
customs smelters, as it contains only 3 to 14 per cent, lead and 2| 
to 6 oz. of silver per ton (^ oz. to· each unit of lead). This is con­
centrated to 50 per cent, lead, and then contains less than 12 gr. of 
gold per ton, with 5 per cent. zinc. Some of the mines are operating, 
but without profit, on ore containing only 3 to 5 per cent, lead and 
to 3 to 4 oz. silver per ton.
The mills are run partly by water power and partly by electricity 
transmitted a distance of 100 miles from Seattle. The ore, after 
breaking and crushing by rolls, is sized in trommels, and then the 
coarse is treated in Hartz jigs, while the fine goes to shaking tables, 
vannersi, or buddies. The freight and treatment charges are from 
£ 3  to <£4 per ton, and the smelters deduct 2 to 5 oz. silver per ton 
and 10 units of lead.
W ood  R iv e r , I d a h o .*
Galena here occurs with, some tetrahedrite and blende and a 
little pyrite in coarsely crystalline siderite accompanied by a little 
quartz and much calcite. The average contents are lead 50 per cent, 
and silver 50 to 100 oz. per ton. The veins are true fissures in sedi­
mentary rocks rarely more than a few feet in width, including 
country rock. The principal ore is galena. The deposits are due to 
ascending waters heavily charged with carbon dioxide.
* W ood River, Idaho. By Waldemar Lindgren. 20th Annual Report. U. S. 
Geological Survey. Part 3. 1900.
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F reiberg , Sa x o n y .*
The Freiberg mines are among the oldest in the world. The ore 
deposits have received more complete study than those of any other 
mining field, with the evolution of the following classification, which 
it has been proposed to make of world-wide application. The veins 
are divisible into—
(a )  Pyçitic (pyrite', arsenopyrite, and chalcopyrite), lead-quartz 
formation.
(b) Carbonate lead formation.
(ic) Baritic lead formation.
The mineral associations in the first and second are very similar to 
those on the Burketown Field, where, however, the arsenopyrite of 
the first and rhodochrosite of the second are missing, or, perhaps it 
should be said, the latter has not been recognised. At Freiberg the 
country is biotite gneiss and mica schists, and igneous rocks are not 
wanting in the vicinity, but the occurrences, dissimilar in their wall 
rocks, are alike in their tectonic aspect, the ore bearing fissures 
occupying the centre of an anticlinal uplift. The pyritic veins of 
Freiberg vary between 4 in. and 2 ft. 7 in. in width, and have been 
found workable over distances of up to miles.
T h e  H a r z , H a n o v e r .*
The carbonate formations of Clausthal occur in Devonian and 
Lower Carboniferous beds, especially the Culm (the lower division of 
which consists of clay shales and siliceous shales, its upper division 
being mainly greywacke). The strata have been squeezed together 
into parallel folds with overthrusts and fissures. The lodes are 
wholly compound, mostly with distinct footwall selvage, zones of 
stringers or zones of sheeting, which may be as much as 131 ft. across. 
The ore consists of argentiferous galena, blende, copper pyrite, 
pyrite and marcasite ; and quartz, oalcite, barite, siderite, dolomite, 
and strontianite, with inclusions of country make the gangue.
P r ib r a m , Cen tral  B ohem ia .*
There is here a quartzitic grit synclinal with argentiferous galena, 
blende, siderite, quartz, and calci te ores occurring in deposits up to 
26 ft. in thickness.
* The Nature of Ore Deposits. By Dr. Richard Beck. 1005.
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